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Abstract

In this work, severe plastic deformation (SPD) was used to produce ultrafine-

grained (ufg) and nanocrystalline (nc) metal-matrix composites (MMC) with var-

ious carbon-derived reinforcement phases. Nickel/Carbon nanotube (Ni/CNT),

silver/nanodiamond (Ag/ND), gold/nanodiamond (Au/ND) and nickel/nanodia-

mond (Ni/ND) composites were produced from powder, either through colloidal

mixing, sintering and subsequent high-pressure torsion (HPT) deformation or

through ball milling and HPT-consolidation and -deformation.

The microstructural evolution of the HPT-deformed composites was investigated

with scanning electron microscopy (SEM), electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD),

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and high-resolution transmission electron

microscopy (HRTEM). It could be shown, that the amount of HPT-deformation

has a strong influence on the grain size of the matrix material and the size and

distribution of the second phase particles. Other similar important influencing

factors were the amount of reinforcement particles, the HPT-deformation tem-

perature and for the ball milled composites the milling time and milling velocity.

With the right combination of production parameters, it was possible to create

MMCs with grain sizes and second phase particle sizes smaller than 100 nm and

a homogeneous distribution of the second phase materials.

The mechanical properties of the MMCs were investigated with microhardness

measurements, tensile tests and compression tests. The microhardness was mea-

sured to increase in concordance with a decrease in the grain size, an increase

in the amount of second phase particles as well as with the improvement of the

second phase distribution. Along with the microhardness increase, the tensile

and compression strength also increase while the ductility of the MMCs decreases.
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Compression tests showed a certain mechanical anisotropy in the MMCs which de-

pends mostly on the shape of the second phase particles and their size in relation

to the grain size.
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Kurzfassung

Die Methode der Hochdrucktorsionsumformung (HPT) wurde in dieser Arbeit

verwendet, um ultrafeinkörnige und nanokristalline Metal-Matrix-Komposite mit

Kohlenstoff-basierten Verstärkungsstoffen herzustellen. Nickel/Kohlenstoffnano-

röhrchen (Ni/CNT), Silber/Nanodiamanten (Ag/ND), Gold/Nanodiamanten (Au/ND)

und Nickel/Nanodiamanten (Ni/ND) Komposite wurden aus Pulvern durch kol-

loidales mischen, sintern und HPT-Verformung oder durch Kugelmahlen und HPT-

Verdichtung und -Verformung hergestellt.

Die Entwicklung der Mikrostruktur der HPT-verformten Komposite wurde mittels

Rasterelektronenmikroskopie (SEM), Elektronen-Rückstreudiffraktion (EBSD), Trans-

missionselektronenmikroskopie (TEM) und hochauflösender Transmissionselektro-

nenmikroskopie (HRTEM) untersucht. Es konnte gezeigt werden, dass der Grad

an HPT-Verformung einen starken Einfluss auf die Korngröße des Matrixmaterials

und die Größe und Verteilung der Verstärkungsteilchen hat. Weitere wichtige Ein-

flussfaktoren waren die Menge an Verstärkungsteilchen, die HPT-Verformungstempera-

tur und für die Komposite die mittels Kugelmahlen hergestellt wurden, die Mahlzeit

und -geschwindigkeit. Mit der richtigen Kombination der Produktionsparameter

war es möglich, Komposite mit Korngrößen und Teilchengrößen kleiner als 100 nm

und einer homogenen Verteilung der Verstärkungsteilchen herzustellen.

Die mechanischen Eigenschaften der Komposite wurden mittels Mikrohärtemes-

sungen, Zugversuchen und Druckversuchen ermittelt. Die Mikrohärte stieg mit

der Verringerung der Korngröße, der Erhöhung des Anteils an Verstärkungsteilchen

sowie mit der Verbesserung der Verteilung der Verstärkungsteilchen an. Zeitgleich

mit dem Mikrohärteanstieg stiegen auch die Zug- und Druckfestigkeit an während

die Duktilität der Komposite abnahm. Druckversuche zeigten eine gewisse mech-
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anische Anisotropie, die zum Großteil von der Form der Verstärkungsteilchen und

ihrer Größe in Relation zur Korngröße abhängt.
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1. Introduction

Understanding of the structure property relation is the main scientific objective of

the material science community. The goal of these activities is to develop a con-

cept for the improvement of properties. One strategy to improve the mechanical

properties, especially the strength, is grain refinement. Many different production

methods have been developed to obtain this important task. These methods in-

clude amongst others various methods of severe plastic deformation (SPD) such as

high-pressure torsion (HPT) or equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) [1] and the

mechanical alloying of powdered metals through ball-milling [2]. The combination

of materials with different mechanical properties to create a composite is another

approach to improve the strength of materials [3].

1.1. High-pressure torsion deformation

HPT-deformation is an often used and relatively simple method to produce ultrafine-

grained (ufg) or even nanocrystalline (nc) materials both from bulk materials as

well as from powders [1]. Very high shear strains can easily be achieved even

for brittle and high-strength materials by compressing the samples between two

anvils and rotating one of the anvils against the other. These shear strains lead

to fragmentation of the microstructure and a subsequent decrease in the grain

size [4]. It can also be utilized for improving the particle distribution and reducing

the particle size of the second phase in MMCs. In this case, higher strains are

necessary to achieve a fully saturated microstructure than with single-phase mate-

rials [5]. A disadvantage of this process is that HPT-deformed materials are limited

in the achievable sample size. The most used sample diameter is about 10 mm,

however in the last few years an upscaling to about 70 mm has been performed [6].
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1. Introduction

HPT-deformation was first developed by Bridgman in 1935 to investigate phase

transformations under high pressure conditions [7]. Bridgman used the HPT-

deformation process to deform many different materials, ranging from pure metals

to glasses, minerals as well as biological materials and polymers. HPT-deformation

and SPD in general became popular in the material science community in the late

1980s and early 1990s, when Ruslan Valiev and his colleagues from the Institute

of Metals Superplasticity Problems in Ufa, Russia began to investigate ufg struc-

tures of Al [8]. Till 2002, all HPT samples have been processed by the russian

group. The introduction of the constrained HPT resulted in an enormous inter-

national increase in the HPT activities [9–11]. Since then, HPT-deformation has

been used for a variety of different materials systems and for the investigation of

many different material properties [1, 12].

1.2. Nanocarbon-reinforced metal matrix composites

Metal matrix composites (MMCs) consist of a matrix of one or more metals and a

second phase material homogenously dispersed in the matrix. One of the functions

of the second phase is to give the composite a high strength through pinning of

dislocations as well as inhibiting grain growth in ufg and nc materials, while the

metal matrix ensures a certain toughness [3]. Second phase materials are mostly

ceramic in nature, but refractory metals or carbon-based materials are also possi-

ble. These materials can be used in the form of long fibers or as small particles.

In both cases, these materials have to possess a high microhardness and stiffness

compared to the metal matrix [3].

The use of carbon-based materials such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs), graphene,

fullerenes or nanodiamonds (NDs) as reinforcing phase in MMCs is a promising

field of research mainly due to the superior mechanical properties such as the

high strength of these materials [13, 14]. In the last two decades, the research

on MMCs reinforced with carbon-based nanomaterials saw a growing number of

publications, mainly focused on CNTs as reinforcement phase [15, 16]. Several

publications were dedicated to giving an overview of the advantages and possible

applications of these types of materials. In 2001, Thostenson et al. [17] provided
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1.3. Deformation of nanocarbon-reinforced metal matrix composites by SPD

a review of the literature about the structure and processing of CNTs, as well

as characterization and property modeling of CNTs and their composites. They

showed that CNTs have a large potential as reinforcement of MMCs but that there

are also significant challenges to overcome before this potential can be realized.

In 2010, Bakshi et al. [15] wrote a review about CNT-reinforced MMCs focusing

on various processing techniques, strengthening mechanisms, interfacial phenom-

ena, CNT dispersion and potential applications of CNT-reinforced MMCs. Rad-

hamani et al. [16] assessed the progress and the future directions of the research

on CNT-reinforced pure metals and steel, their production, properties and appli-

cations. Concentrating on individual metals reinforced by CNTs, Munir et al. [18]

reviewed the production by powder metallurgy and the mechanical and thermal

properties of CNT-reinforced Ti, and Miranda et al. [19] studied the ultra-high

thermal conductivity applications of CNT-reinforced Al-MMCs.

The tribological properties of MMCs reinforced with carbon nanomaterials were

reviewed by Dorri-Moghadam et al. [20] who looked at self-lubricating MMCs rein-

forced with CNTs and graphene as well as by Zhai et al. [21] as part of their more

general overview of carbon nanomaterials in tribology, which also included the use

of CNTs, NDs, graphene and fullerenes in coatings and as additives in lubricants.

How analytical and numerical models can be used to evaluate and predict the

mechanical behaviour of CNT-reinforced MMCs and what role the modelling of

the CNTs (1D, 2D or 3D structure) plays, was compiled and reviewed by Imani-

Yengejeh et al. [22].

1.3. Deformation of nanocarbon-reinforced metal

matrix composites by SPD

A homogeneous distribution of the reinforcing carbon nanomaterials is the main

challenge for these types of MMCs. SPD is one method to achieve this goal, and

a number of different metals reinforced with carbon nanomaterials have been de-

formed by different SPD methods, mainly HPT, to improve the mechanical and

3



1. Introduction

the microstructural properties by homogenizing the second phase distribution and

also by decreasing the grain size [5]. In Ni, reinforced with CNTs and deformed

by HPT, the microstructural thermal stability was first investigated by Suarez et

al. [23]. Within the scope of the research collaboration this work is a part of,

the evolution of the microstructure [24], the structural defects of the CNTs [25],

the reinforcement homogenization [26], the lattice defects and crystalline domain

sizes [27], and the friction and tribo-chemical behaviour [28] of HPT-deformed

Ni/CNT MMCs have been investigated by Aristizabal et al. For CNT-reinforced

and HPT-deformed Cu, the grain refinement and microhardness increase compared

to pure Cu, the thermal stability and the tensile strength were determined and

presented in several publications [29–33]. Two other metals, for which the effect

of CNT-reinforcement and HPT-deformation on the microstructure and the me-

chanical properties were evaluated are Al [34–37] and Ti [38].

CNTs are not the only carbon-based reinforcement phases, which were used for

HPT-deformed MMCs. The influence of graphene was investigated in Ni [39],

Al [40] and Cu [41], and fullerenes were used to improve the properties of Al [42–44].

The role of pure elemental carbon in strengthening of HPT-deformed Ni [45] and

that of graphite in the case of Fe [46] has also been subject of investigations. Be-

sides HPT, other SPD methods were also used to process nanocarbon-reinforced

MMCs, for example Equal Channel Angular Pressing (ECAP) for CNT-reinforced

Al [47,48] and Cu [49], and Accumulative Roll Bonding (ARB) and related rolling

techniques for CNT-reinforced Cu [50, 51] and Mg alloys [52, 53], and graphene-

reinforced Al [54].

These publications all report an increase of the microhardness and/or the strength

mainly caused by a grain refinement during the HPT-deformation process. In those

cases, where the microstructural and mechanical properties of the nanocarbon-

reinforced MMCs were compared to those of pure metals, the MMCs always showed

higher microhardness/strength and smaller grain sizes due to the reinforcement

phases acting as obstacles of grain boundary movement. The amount of reinforc-

ing carbon nanomaterials on the other hand had a less significant influence on the

material properties than their general presence or the temperature at which the

4



1.4. Motivation and aim of the work

HPT-deformation process was conducted.

1.4. Motivation and aim of the work

The scope of this thesis was to investigate the evolution of the microstructural and

mechanical properties of two different systems of nanocarbon-reinforced MMCs de-

formed by HPT, depending on the severity of the HPT-deformation, the amount

of reinforcement phase material and the HPT-deformation temperature. A homo-

geneous distribution of the reinforcement phase is essential for a good mechanical

performance of the MMCs and finding the right material and production para-

meters influencing this distribution is the main objective throughout this work.

With a homogeneous second phase distribution, MMCs are expected to have su-

perior mechanical properties compared to pure metals and can be used for dif-

ferent applications where a better mechanical performance is needed. In 2010,

Bakshi et al. [15] compiled a list with potential applications for CNT-reinforced

MMCs, which could replace the more commonly used carbon fibre-reinforced

MMCs. There are many possible applications for CNT-reinforced MMCs in the

automobile, aerospace and space industry where high strength, low density, good

wear resistance, good thermal and electric conductivity and a low coefficient of

thermal expansion are needed. They could also be used for electronic applica-

tions, like sensors, batteries and electronic packaging where a high surface area,

high current densities or reduced response times are important.

The motivation for using HPT-deformation in this work to improve the second

phase distribution of the nanocarbon-reinforced MMCs stems from the possibility

to apply large amounts of strains on the materials in a relatively simple manner.

Both bulk materials and powders can be deformed to various degrees and at dif-

ferent temperatures, with the powders being pre-compacted and consolidated in

the HPT. This distinguishes HPT-deformation from other processing techniques,

such as powder extrusion or hot isostatic pressing, where creating a fully dense

bulk material with a ufg or nc microstructure can be a difficult task [5, 55].
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1. Introduction

For the CNT and ND reinforcements used in this work, creating a homogeneous

distribution primarily means overcoming the van der Waals forces between the indi-

vidual particles. Besides using the shear forces occurring during HPT-deformation,

the preparation methods were also chosen in regards to a dissolution of the agglom-

erates, either by using ultrasonication in the case of the nickel/carbon-nanotube

(Ni/CNT) MMCs or ball-milling for the silver/nanodiamond (Ag/ND) MMCs.
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2. Carbon-based Nanomaterials

Elemental carbon can exist in various forms, such as graphite or diamond, which

are defined by the bonding states of their atomic orbitals. These carbon allotropes

can either have an integer degree of carbon bond hybridization, a mixing of dif-

ferent hybridization states or a non-integer degree of hybridization. Diamond,

graphite and carbyne have sp3, sp2 and sp hybridized orbitals, respectively. Soot,

carbon blacks, vitreous carbon and diamond-like carbon are examples for mix-

tures of different hybridization states. Closed-shell carbon structures like fullerenes

(C60, Bucky-balls), carbon onions or CNTs have non-integer hybridization states

between 2 and 3. This fractional degree of hybridization is possible due to the

curvature of their structures [13].

Another way to characterize carbon nanomaterials is their dimensionality, which

has a significant influence on the chemical and electrical properties [13]. Small,

dot-like carbon allotropes such as nanodiamonds and fullerenes are considered 0D

due to their small size of less than 10 nm and their small aspect ratio. The molec-

ular structure of the fullerenes gives them unusual optical properties, with possible

applications as photoconductors, optical limiters or photorefractive materials [56].

CNTs with their high aspect ratio (small diameter, high length) are 1D, while

graphene is a 2D monolayer of carbon atoms, arranged in a hexagonal pattern.

Graphene is also the building block for both CNTs, when the monolayer sheet is

rolled up into a tube, and graphite, when several sheets are stacked upon each

other [57]. Such bulk forms of carbon, like graphite or macroscopic diamonds, are

classified as 3D.
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2. Carbon-based Nanomaterials

2.1. Carbon Nanotubes

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were first described by Iijima in 1991 [58]. He reported

the production of graphitic needle-like tubes by arc-discharge evaporation of car-

bon in an argon-filled vessel. These needles had a diameter between 4 and 30 nm,

were up to 1 µm long and consisted of several layers of graphitic sheets, rolled

up into concentric tubes. The individual layers were separated by a distance of

0.34 nm, similar to the distance between the layers of bulk graphite.

These kinds of CNTs, consisting of multiple concentric graphene layers are called

multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) in contrast to those consisting of only

one rolled-up sheet of graphene, which are called single-walled carbon nanotubes

(SWCNTs). SWCNTs have diameters of around 1 nm, while MWCNTs can be

much larger with diameters between 10 and 100 nm [57].

CNTs have exceptionally good mechanical and thermal properties. Their sp2 bond

is 33% stronger than that of diamond (sp3), and their tensile strength is as high as

that of graphene, while their shape also provides high compression strength. The

Young’s modulus of nanotube bundles is larger than 1 TPa, which is especially

interesting for CNT-reinforced composites. The thermal conductivity of CNTs in

axial direction is higher than that of diamond, because of the 1D structure that

strongly limits scattering processes. They also remain stable up to 4000 K, the

melting point of graphite, due to thermal contraction in length at temperatures

of several hundred degrees Celsius. Only at higher temperatures does thermal

expansion occur. [14].

Of great importance for the electrical properties of CNTs is their structural sym-

metry. Depending on how the graphene sheet, depicted in Figure 2.1, is rolled up,

the chiral angle θ of the CNTs changes between 0 and 30◦. CNTs with θ = 0◦

are called ”zigzag”, with θ = 30◦ ”armchair” and with 0 < θ < 30◦ ”chiral” (Fig-

ure 2.2). The chiral vector Ch is defined by the integers (n,m), which determine

θ and the CNT diameter dt, and the basic vectors of the graphene honeycomb

lattice. If the difference n - m is a multiple of 3, the CNTs are metallic, otherwise

8



2.1. Carbon Nanotubes

they become semiconducting (Figure 2.1). With CNTs it is therefore possible to

have different modes of conduction without the necessity of doping. [59]

Figure 2.1.: The 2D graphene sheet is shown along with the vector which specifies
the chiral nanotube. The pairs of integers (n,m) in the figure spec-
ify chiral vectors Ch for carbon nanotubes, including zigzag, armchair,
and chiral tubules. Below each pair of integers (n,m) is listed the num-
ber of distinct caps that can be joined continuously to the cylindrical
carbon tubule denoted by (n, m). The circled dots denote metallic
tubules and the small dots are for semiconducting tubules [59].

CNTs are of great interest as second phase materials in MMCs, since their superior

mechanical and thermal properties can increase the tensile strength, microhardness

and thermal stability of the matrix material. An increase of the elastic modulus

of the composites is also possible with CNTs. On the other side, CNTs tend

to form large agglomerates through attractive van der Waals forces due to their

high surface area. This agglomeration can cause a deterioration of the mechanical

properties of the material. Thus, a homogeneous distribution and a dissolution

into smaller agglomerates or single CNTs is essential for homogeneous mechanical

properties of the composites [15].

9



2. Carbon-based Nanomaterials

Figure 2.2.: By rolling up a graphene sheet (a single layer of carbon atoms from a
3D graphite crystal) as a cylinder and capping each end of the cylinder
with half of a fullerene molecule, a “fullerene-derived tubule”, one layer
in thickness, is formed. Shown here is a schematic theoretical model
for a single-wall carbon tubule with the tubule axis OB normal to: a)
the θ = 30◦ direction (an “armchair” tubule), b) the θ = 0◦ direction
(a “zigzag” tubule), and c) a general direction B with 0 < θ < 30◦ (a
“chiral” tubule). The actual tubules shown in the figure correspond
to (n,m) values of: a) (5,5), b) (9,0), and c) (10,5) [59].
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2.2. Nanodiamonds

2.2. Nanodiamonds

Nanodiamonds (ND), also known as ultra-dispersed diamonds (UDD), are parti-

cles with a diamond-like atomic structure (sp3 hybridization) and a size between 4

and 6 nm (Figure 2.3). The physical properties of such small particles are strongly

affected by adsorbed atoms, molecules and functional groups due to the large per-

centage of atoms present on the surface (about 50 % of all atoms). The diamond

core on the other hand is chemically inert. Due to their large surface to volume

ratio, they also show a strong predisposition to stick together and form larger ag-

glomerates [13].

NDs are mainly produced by detonation of carbon-containing explosives and sub-

sequent purification of the detonation soot. The utilized explosives are TNT and

hexogen, and have a negative oxygen balance to provide free, nonoxidized carbon.

During the detonation, thermodynamically stable conditions for the formation of

diamonds (pressures of 20 to 30 GPa, temperatures of 3000 to 4000 K) are present.

To prevent a transformation of the NDs into graphite, a high cooling rate of at

least 3000 K/min are needed. There are other methods used to produce NDs, like

grinding of natural diamond or Laser-assisted synthesis, but the detonation route

is the most effective both in production scale and particle size [60].

The detonation soot contains between 50 and 65 wt% NDs, 35 to 45 wt% graphite-

like structures and 1 to 5 wt% impurities. The purification of the NDs is done by

thermal oxidation with nitric acid under pressure to separate the diamond phase.

After purification, the material consists of 90 to 97 % NDs and 3 to 10% non-

diamond carbon.

With their small size, a high microhardness and thermal stability, NDs can be

used as reinforcements for composites to improve scratch and impact resistance as

well as thermal stability and thermal conductivity. They can also be used in col-

loidal solutions for metallographic polishing or as lubricants. Functional coatings

can likewise be improved by the addition of NDs [60]. The strong agglomeration

of the NDs is detrimental for utilization of the superior microhardness of diamond
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in MMCs, which makes the dissolution of the agglomerates and the homogenous

dispersion of the particles in the matrix the main goal for the production of ND

reinforced MMCs [61]. The spherical shape of the NDs and the sp3 hybridization

are helpful in this regard, as they are better dispersible both in liquid solvents and

in metal matrix materials than other carbon-based materials such as CNTs with

their long fiber-like shape [62].

Figure 2.3.: HRTEM images of ultradispersed diamond particles obtained by ex-
plosive detonation synthesis [13].
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3. Microstructural evolution of

nickel/carbon nanotube

composites deformed by HPT

3.1. Experimental

Ni/CNT MMCs used in this work were produced via colloidal mixing from Ni

dendritic powder (Alfa Aesar, -325 mesh) and Multiwall CNTs (Graphene Su-

permarket, USA, purity> 95%, individual particle diameter of 20–85 nm, mean

length between 5-15 µm) with final CNT weight percentages of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2,

and 3. These weight percentages correspond to volume percentages of 0.42, 1.04,

2.08, 4.17, 8.33, and 12.5. For the mixing process, which is thoroughly described

in ref. [62], the CNTs were dispersed in ethylene glycol using a homogenizer and

an ultrasonic bath. The Ni powder was then added to the dispersion and further

homogenized. After evaporating the solvent, the powder was pressed and sintered

in a hot uniaxial press in vacuum [62]. The final composite samples had a diameter

of 8 mm and a height of about 1 mm.

HPT-deformation was done at a pressure of 7.5 GPa and a velocity of 0.2 rev-

olutions per minute for experiments at RT and 0.6 revolutions per minute for

experiments at elevated temperatures. At RT, the number of HPT-revolutions

was step-wise increased from 1 to 10, 20 and 30 revolutions for all CNT contents.

HPT-deformations at elevated temperatures were done for 30 revolutions at 200◦C,

300◦C and 400◦C. Also, a two-temperature deformation process was utilized with

30 revolutions at 400◦C and subsequent 10 revolutions at 200◦C.
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3. Microstructural evolution of nickel/carbon nanotube composites deformed by HPT

The HPT-deformed samples were cut in half and embedded in resin to investi-

gate the microstructure with a scanning electron microscope (SEM) type LEO

1525 in tangential direction along the radius. For TEM investigations, plain view

TEM samples were prepared from HPT samples to examine the region around

2 mm from the center in axial direction as outlined in Figure 3.1. The selected

samples had 1 wt% CNT content, HPT-deformed at RT for 30 revolutions as well

as 2 wt% CNT content, HPT-deformed for 30 revolutions at 200◦C, 300◦C and

400◦C and for 40 revolutions with the two-temperature process. A Phillips CM12

TEM was used for the standard TEM investigations, and a JEOL 2100F TEM

equipped with a CS corrector for high-resolution imaging (HRTEM).

Figure 3.1.: Schematic of the HPT disc with the position of the TEM sample
marked with principle viewing directions and TKD scan direction.

A scanning electron microscope (SEM) type LEO 1525 equipped with a Bruker
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3.2. Parameters influencing the microstructure

QUANTAX EBSD analysis system was utilized for transmission Kikuchi diffrac-

tion (TKD) [63]. The number of TKD scans taken from the samples with 2 wt%

CNTs, HPT-deformed at 200◦C, 300◦C, 400◦C and 400 + 200◦C were 6, 5, 1 and

3, respectively. Scans were taken in axial direction as for the TEM samples, as

indicated in Figure 3.1. A maximum misorientation angle of 15◦ and a minimum

grain size of 5 pixels were used for identification of single grains. Data acquisition

and grain size analysis were performed with the program Bruker Esprit version

2.1 [64], pole figures and inverse pole figures were evaluated with the program

OIM Analysis version 5.31 [65].

To investigate the thermal stability of the synthesized composites, HPT samples

deformed at 200◦C and 400 + 200◦C were annealed at 500◦C for 3h in a vacuum

furnace. The specimens were heated and cooled within the vacuum furnace. After

embedding in resin, the microstructure of the specimens was examined with SEM

and compared to the microstructure of non-annealed samples. Additional TEM

samples were produced analogous to the as-deformed samples (Figure 3.1).

3.2. Parameters influencing the microstructure

Three main parameters have been found to influence the microstructural evolution

of the Ni/CNT MMCs and will be described in the following sections.

3.2.1. Equivalent strain

The first parameter is the amount of equivalent strain that is subjugated on the

sample. The equivalent strain during HPT-deformation can be modeled as a simple

shear strain [66] and is defined as

ǫeq =
2 ∗ π ∗ r
t ∗

√
3

∗ n (3.1)

with r the radius of the sample, t the thickness of the sample and n the number

of HPT revolutions. According to this equation, the strain in the center of the

HPT samples should be zero and increasing linearly with the radius [4]. As the
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3. Microstructural evolution of nickel/carbon nanotube composites deformed by HPT

diameter of all samples is 8 mm and the sample thicknesses vary only slightly, the

number of HPT-revolutions is the main factor to determine the equivalent strain.

With an increasing equivalent strain, the material experiences severe microstruc-

tural changes. To give an example for the microstructural evolution of the Ni/CNT

MMCs, Figure 3.2 shows SEM images at a radius of 3 mm of the Ni/CNT MMCs

with 1wt% CNTs HPT-deformed at RT for 1, 10, 20 and 30 revolutions. The size

and the distribution of the CNT agglomerates does not significantly change with

increasing number of revolutions, while the grain sizes of the Ni matrix decreases

from 161 ± 35 nm in diameter for 1 revolution to 56 ± 11 nm for 30 revolutions.

Figure 3.2.: Microstructure of Ni/CNT MMC with 1 wt% CNT, HPT-deformed
at RT for a) 1 revolution, b) 10 revolutions, c) 20 revolutions and
d) 30 revolutions (redrawn from publication A).
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As these grain sizes are very small given the resolution of the SEM images, es-

pecially for the sample HPT-deformed for 30 revolutions (Figure 3.2 d), TEM

specimens of this sample were produced as outlined in Figure 3.1 to give a bet-

ter estimate of the grain sizes. Figure 3.3 shows the Ni grain structure both as

a bright field and a dark field image as well as the corresponding SAD pattern.

Grain size measurements of these TEM images revealed a mean grain diameter of

41 ± 17 nm, which is in relatively good agreement with the value obtained from

the SEM image.

Figure 3.3.: a) Bright field TEM image with corresponding SAD pattern and b)
dark field TEM image of Ni MMCs with 1wt% CNTs after 30 revolu-
tions at RT (r = 2 mm) (redrawn from publication A).

The fragmentation of the microstructure through HPT-deformation of metals is a

well-known phenomena [4]. At lower strains dislocations are generated in the ma-

terial, which are concentrated into boundaries and not randomly throughout the

microstructure. These boundaries subdivide the initial grains and with increasing

strain the misorientation of the sub-grains increases and a new, finer microstruc-

ture develops. The grain fragmentation saturates at large strains where the grain

size does not change with further deformation due to an equilibrium between the

generation of dislocations and boundaries and their annihilation [67]. The sat-
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3. Microstructural evolution of nickel/carbon nanotube composites deformed by HPT

uration grain size and the equivalent strain value necessary to reach saturation

depend on several parameters, like the presence of impurities or alloys and the

HPT-deformation temperature [4].

3.2.2. Second phase content

The second factor influencing the microstructure is the amount of reinforcement

phase in the MMCs. In this work, Ni samples with CNT contents between 0.1

and 3 wt% were used to get an overview over a range of different CNT concentra-

tions. More than 3 wt% were not used, as a previous study has shown that there is

no additional reinforcing effect due to the strong reagglomeration of the CNTs [68].

The microstructural evolution depending on the CNT content was evaluated by

comparing Ni/CNT samples with increasing CNT content, all HPT-deformed for

20 revolutions at RT (Figure 3.4). The 3 wt% sample (Figure 3.4 f) was only de-

formed to 2.5 revolutions, as a higher deformation was not possible due to slipping

of the sample between the anvils. With increasing CNT content, the size and den-

sity of the CNT agglomerates increase. Especially with CNT contents of 2 and 3

wt% (Figures 3.4 e and f) large agglomerates, up to 1 µm long, are present. The Ni

grain sizes on the other hand show no significant differences between the samples,

although a thorough evaluation of the grain sizes would have to be conducted by

TEM studies for all CNT contents similar to those shown in Figure 3.3 for 1 wt%.

A smaller saturation grain size than in pure metals can be achieved in MMCs,

due to the reduction in grain boundary mobility by the second phase particles

present at the grain boundaries and triple junctions [4]. A similar result was ob-

tained by Rathmayr and Pippan [45] by comparing the saturation microstructures

of HPT-deformed Ni with 8 and 600 ppm carbon content, where the samples with

more carbon showed a smaller grain size than those with less carbon, independent

of the HPT-deformation temperature. The finest microstructure for these mate-

rials was observed in Ni with 600 ppm carbon, HPT-deformed at liquid nitrogen

temperature (−196◦C), with an average grain size of about 50 nm. This is about

the same grain size as in the Ni/CNT MMCs, HPT-deformed at RT. The reason
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3.2. Parameters influencing the microstructure

Figure 3.4.: Microstructure of Ni/CNT MMC, HPT-deformed for 20 revolutions
at RT with a) 0.1 wt%, b) 0.25 wt%, c) 0.5 wt%, d) 1 wt%, e) 2 wt%
and f) 3 wt% CNT content (for 3 wt% only 2.5 revolutions).

for the similar grain sizes between the different CNT concentrations is probably

the fact that at higher concentrations most of the CNTs are accumulated in ag-

glomerates, which are much larger than the Ni grain size (c.f. Figures 3.4 e and f).

Therefore, the amount of CNTs present at the individual grain boundaries and

triple junctions does not significantly increase with the overall CNT content.

3.2.3. HPT-deformation temperature

The last influencing factor for the microstructural evolution during HPT-deformation

is the deformation temperature. Increasing the HPT-deformation temperature is

known to increase the saturation grain size [4]. This thesis aims to show how

this temperature increase will affect both the matrix grain size and the size and

distribution of the CNT agglomerates.

To evaluate the influence of the HPT-deformation temperature on the microstruc-

ture, Ni/CNT MMC samples were deformed for 30 revolutions at 200◦C, 300◦C

and 400◦C. Figure 3.5 exemplarily shows the microstructural change for the 2wt%
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3. Microstructural evolution of nickel/carbon nanotube composites deformed by HPT

Ni/CNT composite. HPT-deformation at 200◦C results in large, irregular CNT

agglomerates, imbedded inhomogenously in a nanograined Ni matrix (Figure 3.5

a). Increasing the HPT-deformation temperature to 300 and 400◦C (Figures 3.5 b

and c, respectively) leads to an increase in the Ni matrix grain size, a decrease in

the size of the CNT agglomerates and a homogenization of the CNT distribution

in the matrix.

Figure 3.5.: Microstructure of Ni/CNTMMC with 2 wt% CNT, HPT-deformed for
30 revolutions at a) 200◦C, b) 300◦C, c) 400◦C and d) for 40 revolutions
at 400 + 200◦C (redrawn from publication B).

To optimize the microstructure, a two-temperature deformation process has been

developed by first deforming the MMCs at 400◦C to decrease the agglomerate size

and improve their distribution and then further deform the material at 200◦C to
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3.2. Parameters influencing the microstructure

decrease the Ni matrix grain size. Figure 3.5 d shows that this two-temperature

HPT-deformation process was successful, resulting in a Ni matrix with grain sizes

smaller than 100 nm and mostly small, homogenously distributed CNT agglom-

erates. Some larger agglomerates are still present in this sample due to the high

amount of CNTs. The other CNT concentrations showed similar results after

HPT-deformations at the same temperature values.

TEM images of CNT agglomerates were taken at medium magnification to evalu-

ate their distribution inside the Ni matrix and at high magnifications to determine

their internal structure and to investigate the interface structure between CNTs

and Ni. Figure 3.6 shows selected images for each HPT-deformation temperature

to illustrate the influence of the temperature on the size, shape and distribution

of the agglomerates. After deformation at 200◦C, many of the agglomerates are

irregularly shaped and poorly distributed (indicated by arrows in Figure 3.6 a).

They consist of many MWCNT fragments, sticking together with no preferred

orientation (Figure 3.6 b). The interface between matrix and agglomerates shows

a good bonding of the phases without apparent voids. In the samples deformed

at 300◦C and 400◦C, the CNT agglomerates are smaller and more homogeneously

distributed in the matrix, compared to the 200◦C sample (indicated by arrows

in Figures 3.6 c and e). The shape of the agglomerates is mostly elliptical with

the CNT-wall fragments inside resembling this shape, creating a fingerprint-like

structure (Figure 3.6 d and f). The interfaces are equally well-defined as in the

200◦C sample. In the two-temperature sample (400+200◦C), the distribution and

the size of the CNT agglomerates are comparable to those in the 300◦C and 400◦C

samples (indicated by arrows in Figure 3.6 g). The internal structure also shows

the fingerprint-like distribution of CNT fragments (Figure 3.6 h). The shape of

the agglomerates on the other hand is more comparable to those in the 200◦C

sample. Again, there are no visible voids at the interface between the two phases.

The spacings between the individual layers have been measured with the program

ImageJ [69] to be 0.37 ± 0.03 nm, 0.37 ± 0.03 nm, 0.44 ± 0.06 nm and 0.41 ±
0.05 nm for the samples HPT-deformed at 200◦C, 300◦C, 400◦C and 400+ 200◦C,

respectively. These values are slightly larger than the 0.34 nm measured in pristine

MWCNTs [58].
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3. Microstructural evolution of nickel/carbon nanotube composites deformed by HPT

Figure 3.6.: TEM and HRTEM images of Ni with 2wt% CNTs HPT-deformed
at a-b) 200◦C, c-d) 300◦C, e f) 400◦C and g-h) 400 + 200◦C. CNT
agglomerates are marked by arrows on the left side and the spacing
between the CNT layers is indicated on the right side.
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3.2. Parameters influencing the microstructure

The HRTEM investigations showed a strong influence of the HPT-deformation

temperature on the size, shape and distribution of the CNT agglomerates. Large,

irregularly shaped agglomerates were found after HPT-deformation at 200◦C and

small ellipsoid ones at higher temperatures. The CNTs inside the agglomerates

were broken into fragments and randomly oriented in the 200◦C sample, with

no discernable influence of the shear direction during HPT-deformation. With

increasing HPT-deformation temperature, the orientation of the fragments resem-

bled more the agglomerate shape. This fragmentation is in concordance with the

results of a previous study of our group, which showed that irreversible damage

to the CNTs is already introduced at low levels of strain [24]. During HPT-

deformation, the CNTs undergo an amorphization trajectory following a model

proposed by Ferrari et al. [70]. HPT-deformation up to 20 revolutions at room

temperature does not however result in amorphization of the carbon, as can be

seen in the Raman spectra of the CNTs, where the G band remains above values of

1580 cm−1 [24]. HRTEM images of the Ni/CNT MMCs investigated in this study

(Figure 3.6) also show very little amorphization and mostly clusters of MWCNT

fragments with typical interlayer spacing values of about 0.4 nm despite the strong

HPT-deformation and high temperatures. CNT fragmentation with similar inter-

layer spacing as well as good bonding between the matrix and the CNTs was found

in ball-milled and HPT-deformed Cu/CNT composites [30,31,33]. These findings

suggest that it is not possible to use HPT-deformation to disperse CNTs in a metal

matrix without damage or deformation, because large strains are necessary to cre-

ate a homogenous distribution of small particles. In addition to the large strains,

high HPT-deformation temperatures are needed for a homogeneous distribution

of small CNT agglomerates, which further damages the CNTs and compacts the

fragments into ellipsoid shapes (Figures 3.6 d and f).

Figure 3.7 shows exemplarily one TKD scan from each TEM sample of the Ni/CNT

MMCs HPT-deformed at various temperatures. The scans were made at a radius

of about 2 mm of the HPT samples, which corresponds to an equivalent strain

between 300 and 500, where a saturation of the microstructure was reached. From

an axial point of view, the Ni matrix consists of equiaxed grains, with the grain
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3. Microstructural evolution of nickel/carbon nanotube composites deformed by HPT

sizes increasing with the HPT-deformation temperature (Figures 3.7 a, b and c)

and again decreasing after the two-temperature deformation process (Figure 3.7

d). In these orientation maps, the crystal orientation of the grains is indicated by

their color. The majority of the grains is oriented in [111]-direction along the axial

direction of the HPT samples.

Figure 3.7.: Transmission Kikuchi diffraction scans showing grain orientation in
axial direction of Ni with 2wt% CNTs HPT-deformed at a) 200◦C,
b) 300◦C, c) 400◦C and d) 400 + 200◦C.

The grain sizes were measured from all TKD scans as the diameter of an equiv-

alent circle and an area-weighted lognormal distribution was fitted on the data.

Figure 3.8 shows the distributions for all HPT-deformation temperatures. The

expectation value and the standard deviation of these fits as well as the number

of measured grains for each deformation temperature are shown in Table 3.1. In-
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3.2. Parameters influencing the microstructure

creasing the HPT-deformation temperature increases the average grain size, while

the two-temperature deformation process results in similar grain sizes as the 200◦C

sample.

Table 3.1.: Average grain size, number of measured grains and saturation micro-
hardness of 2 wt% Ni/CNT MMCs depending on the HPT-deformation
temperature.

HPT-deformation Grain No. of Saturation microhardness
temperature [◦C] size [nm] measured grains [HV0.3]
200 87 ± 50 4293 690 ± 39
300 293 ± 176 3361 497 ± 4
400 410 ± 290 1028 458 ± 8
400 + 200 100 ± 62 3274 790 ± 29

Figure 3.8.: Grain size distributions of Ni with 2wt% CNTs HPT-deformed at
200◦C, 300◦C, 400◦C and 400 + 200◦C.
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3. Microstructural evolution of nickel/carbon nanotube composites deformed by HPT

Microstructures of HPT-deformed metals depend on the imposed strain, the pres-

ence of second phases and the deformation temperature [1]. Pippan et al. [71]

showed that the grain size reduction during HPT-deformation saturates after a

certain number of revolutions, depending on the temperature and the purity of

the material. For the Ni/CNT MMCs investigated by TKD, the main factor

for the measured grain size differences is the HPT-deformation temperature. All

samples have the same material composition (2 wt% CNTs) and besides the two-

temperature sample were also deformed to the same number of revolutions where

microstructural saturation was reached (30 and 40, respectively). Higher temper-

atures during HPT-deformation of 300◦C and 400◦C resulted in a three and five

times larger grain size, respectively, than in the sample HPT-deformed at 200◦C

(Table 3.1). The two-temperature deformation process with 200◦C being the sec-

ond processing temperature resulted in similar grain sizes as the deformation at

200◦C alone, indicating that the second and lower HPT-deformation temperature

determines the final grain size.

3.3. Texture evolution

(111)-pole figures were first recorded in axial direction, corresponding to the TKD

scan direction, for all investigated HPT-deformation temperatures. To confirm

that the texture corresponds with that of shear-deformed fcc metals, as described

in Ref. [72], and especially to that of pure Ni [73], the viewing direction of the

pole figures was rotated into the shear plane of the HPT samples and aligned with

its radial direction. This was done to finally depict and compare the texture in

radial direction (Figure 3.9). The resulting six-pointed stars, visible in the pole

figures, are in good concordance with the pole figure of initially single crystalline

Ni HPT-deformed to an equivalent strain of 32, were the now poly-crystalline Ni

structure is saturated, and recorded in radial view (Figure 10 (i) in Ref. [73]). All

samples have similar textures, with the texture of the sample deformed at 200◦C

(Figure 3.9 a) being less distinct than the other three. The distribution of the

texture orientations is depicted in the inverse pole figures (Figures 3.9 e-h). All

four samples show a concentration of grains orientated in the [111]-direction, with
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the 200◦C sample (Figure 3.9 e) having a less pronounced orientation distribution,

which is in concordance with the grain orientation shown in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.9.: (111)-pole figures in radial direction (a-d) and inverse pole figures (e-
h) of Ni with 2wt% CNTs HPT-deformed at 200◦C, 300◦C, 400◦C and
400 + 200◦C, respectively.

Pole figures showed the same shear texture for each HPT-deformation temperature,

while the inverse pole figures and the EBSD-scans showed the same distribution

of grain orientations. This suggests that the imposed strain is the main factor

determining the texture development and not the temperature. Ghosh et al. [74],

on the other hand, found for HPT-deformed pure Ni additional texture compo-

nents at deformation temperatures of 250◦C and 400◦C compared to deformation

temperatures of −196◦C and RT, were only the ideal deformation texture com-

ponents were observed. However, an increase of the components angular spread

with the temperature was found even before new texture components appeared.

Further studies, using orientation distribution functions, have to be conducted,

to determine if there is a similar temperature dependent spread of the texture in

Ni/CNT MMCs and a shift of the appearance of new texture components to higher

deformation temperatures compared to pure Ni. Hafok and Pippan [73] showed
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for initially single-crystalline Ni that the initial [111]-orientation in axial direction

is broken down through HPT-deformation into almost randomly oriented grains

until a steady state of the grain size is reached. They also showed that the (111)-

pole figure of severely deformed Ni develops a prominent six-pointed star when

viewed in radial direction. This texture has been shown by Neale et al. [72] to

result from shear strain imposed on rate-sensitive fcc metals. Comparable texture

components in the pole figures of Ni/CNT MMCs (Figure 3.9) can therefore be

attributed to the HPT-deformation of fcc Ni with no change of the texture due

to the addition of CNTs. Similarly, no changes in the texture other than texture

intensities were found in Mg/CNT and Al/CNT composites compared to the pure

metals by Mokdad et al. [75] and Han et al. [76], respectively.

3.4. Post-deformation treatment: Annealing

The thermal stability of the microstructure of Ni/CNT composites with 2wt% CNT

content HPT-deformed at 200◦C and at 400+200◦C was investigated by annealing

at 500◦C for 3 h in a vacuum furnace. These samples were chosen because of their

similar small grain sizes in the as-deformed condition, but different second phase

distributions. The microstructures of the as-deformed and of the annealed samples

are shown in Figure 3.10. SEM and TEM images were taken at r ≈ 2 mm from the

center of the HPT discs. Figures 3.10 a and c show the sample HPT-deformed at

200◦C, before and after annealing. Both the Ni grains and the CNT agglomerates

grow relatively strong during annealing. The microstructures before and after

annealing of the sample HPT-deformed at 400 + 200◦C are shown in Figures 3.10

b and d. Here, the second phase particles are smaller and more homogeneously

distributed. The annealed sample (Figure 3.10 d) shows a smaller increase of both

grain size and agglomerate size compared to the annealed sample HPT-deformed

at 200◦C (Figure 3.10 c).
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Figure 3.10.: Microstructure of 2 wt% Ni/CNT MMCs, HPT-deformed at var-
ious temperatures and annealed at 500◦C for 3 hours: a) 200◦C
as-deformed, b) 400 + 200◦C as-deformed, c) 200◦C annealed and
d) 400 + 200◦C annealed.
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4. Mechanical properties of

nickel/carbon nanotube

composites

Simultanously with the microstructural development, the mechanical properties

(microhardness, tensile strength, comression strength and ductility) of the HPT-

deformed Ni/CNT MMCs also change with the number of revolutions, the CNT

content and the HPT-deformation temperature. This chapter shows these devel-

opments for the same samples, which were investigated in Chapter 3 to give a

comparison to the microstructural changes.

4.1. Experimental

For the microhardness measurements, the HPT-deformed samples were cut in half

and embedded in resin to measure the Vickers microhardness in tangential direc-

tion with a Buehler Micromet 5100 using a load of 300 g (HV0.3). Measurements

were done every 0.25 mm along the radius with three measurement points along

the thickness of the samples, each. The Vickers microhardness is then drawn as a

function of the equivalent strain ǫeq.

For the tensile tests, tensile test specimens were produced from HPT-deformed

samples with a high-precision grinding machine. The processed specimens had a

gauge length of 2.5 mm and a gauge diameter between 300 and 500 µm (Figure 4.1).

Refs. [77,78] give an overview of the specification of the grinding machine and the

fabrication process. Tensile tests were then conducted with a Kammrath & Weiss

tensile stage equipped with a 2 kN load cell and a testing velocity of 2.5 µms−1 at
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RT. The tensile test setup and the evaluation software are thoroughly described

in Ref. [77].

Figure 4.1.: Schematic of a tensile test specimen cut from an HPT disc.

To measure the compression strength and the mechanical anisotropy of the Ni/CNT

MMCs, small cubes with side lengths of about 1 mm were cut and polished from

HPT-deformed samples. Figure 4.2 shows the dimensions and the position of those

cubes, as well as the testing directions. The compression tests were conducted in

a Kammrath & Weiss tensile/compression module in axial, radial and tangential

direction. A 10 kN loading cell was used to measure the compression forces, while

a camera recorded the change of the specimen dimensions. The compression was

conducted at RT with a constant velocity of 0.5 µms−1. Data evaluation was done

similar to the tensile tests.
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Figure 4.2.: Schematic of a compression test specimen cut from an HPT disc with
the orientations of the acting forces in each test direction (redrawn
from publication B).

4.2. Microhardness and tensile strength

With increasing numbers of HPT-revolutions/equivalent strain the microhardness

of the Ni/CNT MMCs increases until it saturates at high strain values. This is

exemplarily shown in Figure 4.3 for 1, 10, 20 and 30 recolutions of the Ni MMC

sample with 1wt% CNTs. The rate of the microhardness increase slows down

with increasing equivalent strain until after 30 revolutions it reaches a saturation

microhardness of about 750 HV0.3 at an equivalent strain value of about 250.

Such high numbers of HPT-revolutions to reach a saturation of the microhard-

ness are necessary due to the presence of the CNTs. For pure metals and single

phase alloys a much lower strain is needed to reach the saturation regime, but the

achievable microhardness is also lower than in MMCs [4, 79]. Another case where

microhardness saturation is reached only after high equivalent strains is for HPT-

consolidation and -deformation of powders due to the presence of oxide particles

which act similar to reinforcements [80].
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Figure 4.3.: Vickers microhardness as a function of the equivalent strain of Ni with
1wt% CNTs HPT-deformed for 1, 10, 20 and 30 revolutions (redrawn
from publication A).

The CNT content has a less pronounced influence on the microhardness than

the equivalent strain. As shown in Figure 4.4, all HPT-deformed samples reach

saturation microhardness values above 700 HV after HPT-deformation for 20 rev-

olutions at RT. The saturation onset was reached for all CNT concentrations at an

equivalent strain of about 250. For the 3wt% CNT sample no steady state could

be reached, as HPT-deformation at RT for more than 2.5 revolutions was difficult

to achieve due to slippage of the sample between the anvils. This was probably

caused by the combination of high microhardness and high CNT content, which

decreases the friction coefficient [81].

The influence of the HPT-deformation temperature on the microhardness was

investigated by deforming the Ni/CNT MMCs in the HPT at 200◦C, 300◦C and
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4.2. Microhardness and tensile strength

Figure 4.4.: Vickers microhardness as a function of the equivalent strain of
Ni/CNT MMC, HPT-deformed for 20 revolutions at RT with 0.1 wt%,
0.25 wt%, 0.5 wt%, 1 wt%, 2 wt% and 3 wt% CNT content (for 3 wt%
only 2.5 revolutions).

400◦C as well as with a two-temperature process (400 + 200◦C) which has been

shown to provide both a small grain size and a homogeneous CNT distribution.

The Vicker microhardness values of the Ni/CNT MMCs with 2 wt% CNTs, HPT-

deformed at RT and at elevated temperatures are exemplarily shown in Figure 4.5.

After HPT-deformation for 20 revolutions at RT, a microhardness of 720 HV0.3

was reached. Increasing the HPT-deformation temperature to 200◦C, 300◦C and

400◦C and the number of revolutions to 30 decreases the saturation microhardness

values to 660, 500 and 460 HV0.3, respectively. It also decreases the equivalent

strain necessary to reach saturation. The two-temperature process with 30 revolu-

tions at 400◦C and 10 revolutions at 200◦C increases the microhardness to about

800 HV0.3 with a saturation onset at an equivalent strain of about 400.
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4. Mechanical properties of nickel/carbon nanotube composites

Figure 4.5.: Vickers microhardness as a function of the equivalent strain of Ni with
2wt% CNTs HPT-deformed for 30 revolutions at RT, 200◦C, 300◦C,
400◦C and for 40 revolutions at 400 + 200◦C.

A summation of all Vickers microhardness values at a sample radius of 3 mm

is given in Table 4.1. The microhardness values all decrease with increasing HPT-

deformation temperature from between 724 and 767 HV0.3 at RT to between 395

and 465 HV0.3 at 400◦C. The two-temperature process resulted in the largest

microhardness difference between the CNT contents with 519 HV0.3 for the 0.25

wt% sample and 854 HV0.3 for the 3 wt% sample.

Except for the samples with 0.25 and 0.5 wt% CNTs, the samples HPT-deformed

at 400 + 200◦C showed a higher microhardness compared to the samples HPT-

deformed at only 200◦C. As the EBSD-scans of the Ni/CNT MMCs with 2

wt% CNTs showed, the grain sizes of the samples HPT-deformed at 200◦C and

400 + 200◦C are identical (c.f. Figures 3.7 and 3.8). The microhardness increase
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4.2. Microhardness and tensile strength

can therefore be attributed to a more homogeneous distribution and smaller size of

the CNT agglomerates (c.f. Figures 3.5 and 3.6). Higher microhardness values in

sintered Ni/CNT MMCs due to a better homogeneity of the reinforcement phase

were also found by Rossi et al. [82].

Table 4.1.: Vickers Microhardness (HV0.3) values for all Ni/CNT compositions
and HPT-deformation temperatures (r=3 mm).

wt% CNTs 0.1 0.25 0.5 1 2 3
RT 729 ± 33 724 ± 33 767 ± 22 753 ± 11 724 ± 24 -
200◦C 604 ± 19 587 ± 37 762 ± 12 712 ± 49 690 ± 39 776 ± 27
300◦C 501 ± 5 478 ± 6 520 ± 5 510 ± 6 497 ± 4 600 ± 1
400◦C 401 ± 3 395 ± 3 438 ± 5 451 ± 3 458 ± 8 465 ± 3
400 + 200◦C 638 ± 13 519 ± 26 575 ± 32 769 ± 9 790 ± 29 854 ± 12

The thermal stability of the microhardness of Ni/CNT composites with 2wt%

CNT content HPT-deformed at 200◦C and at 400 + 200◦C was investigated by

annealing at 500◦C for 3 h in a vacuum furnace. The results of the microhardness

measurements of the as-deformed and annealed states are shown in Figure 4.6.

The as-deformed samples show an increase in the microhardness over the radius

with microhardness values at r = 3 mm of 690 ± 39 and 790 ± 29 HV0.3 for the

200◦C and the 400 + 200◦C sample, respectively. The microhardness values of the

annealed samples at r = 3mm are 369 ± 26 and 413 ± 6 HV0.3 for the 200◦C and

the 400 + 200◦C sample, respectively. The annealing experiments result therefore

in a microhardness reduction of about 320 HV0.3 for the sample HPT-deformed

at 200◦C and 380 HV0.3 for the sample HPT-deformed at 400 + 200◦C.

The measured microhardness difference between the as deformed samples, despite

having similar grain sizes, can be explained by the improved CNT distribution

and the smaller size of the CNT agglomerates, as shown in Figures 3.5, 3.6, 3.7

and 3.10. After annealing, the 400 + 200◦C sample still has a slightly higher mi-

crohardness than the 200◦C sample, and also the grain size and agglomerate size
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4. Mechanical properties of nickel/carbon nanotube composites

are smaller and the CNT distribution is more homogeneous (Figure 3.10 d). This

shows that a higher thermal stability could be achieved with the two-temperature

process through optimizing the CNT distribution in the Ni matrix. Compared to

pure metals, CNT-reinforced MMCs generally show a higher thermal stability, as

described by Jenei et al. with Cu [31] and Suarez et al. with Ni [23]. In com-

parison to the improvement of the thermal stability of Ni through addition of 1

and 3 wt% CNTs, HPT-deformed at RT to 4 revolutions by Suarez et al. [23], the

two-temperature process could improve the thermal stability of Ni/CNT MMCs

with 2 wt% CNTs even further. This is evident by the higher microhardness of

the 2 wt% sample deformed with the two-temperature deformation process and

annealed at 500◦C for 3 hours in this study, compared to the 1 and 3 wt% sam-

ples deformed at room temperature and annealed at 300◦C for 3 hours in Ref. [23].

Figure 4.6.: Vickers microhardness as a function of the HPT-sample radius for
as-deformed and for annealed Ni samples with 2wt% CNTs HPT-
deformed at 200◦C and 400+ 200◦C. Annealing was performed for 3h
at 500◦C in a vacuum furnace.
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4.2. Microhardness and tensile strength

The influence of the HPT-deformation temperature on the mechanical properties

of the Ni/CNT MMCs was not only evaluated by microhardness measurements,

but also by uniaxial tensile tests. The engineering tensile stress as a function of

the engineering tensile strain is exemplarily shown in Figure 4.7 for the specimens

with 0.25 and 2 wt% CNT content, HPT-deformed at 200◦C, 300◦C, 400◦C and

400 + 200◦C.

The 0.25 wt% specimen, HPT-deformed at 200◦C, fractured already in the elastic

regime at a tensile stress of 2121 MPa. After HPT-deformation at 300◦C and

400◦C, the 0.25 wt% specimens showed strong elongation with decreased ultimate

tensile strength (UTS) values of 1338 and 892 MPa, respectively. The fracture

stresses for these two samples were 1010 and 571 MPa, respectively. After the

two-temperature deformation process (400 + 200◦C), the UTS increases again to

1782 MPa and the fracture stress to 1531 MPa.

The 2 wt% specimens fractured both in the elastic regime after HPT-deformation

at 200◦C and 400 + 200◦C at 2066 and 1671 MPa, respectively. At higher HPT-

deformation temperatures, the 2 wt% specimens were stronger than the 0.25 wt%

specimens with a UTS and an equally high fracture stress of 1558 MPa at 300◦C

and a UTS and fracture stress of 1221 and 1155 MPa, respectively, at 400◦C.

The measured values for the yield strength, the UTS, the fracture stress and the

Young’s modulus for all CNT contents and HPT-deformation temperatures are

shown in Figure 4.8. The yield strength (Figure 4.8 a) shows clear dependence on

the CNT content only after the two-temperature deformation process, but here

and in 200◦C specimens with CNT content > 1 wt%, no plastic yield ocurred due

to early fracture in the elastic regime. At HPT-deformation at 300◦C and 400◦C

the yield strength was generally lower with no clear dependance on the CNT con-

tent.

In Figure 4.8 b and c, the UTS and the fracture stress are plotted for all CNT

contents. Similar to the yield strength, a general trend to lower values at higher
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4. Mechanical properties of nickel/carbon nanotube composites

Figure 4.7.: Engineering tensile stress–strain curves of Ni MMCs with 0.25 and
2wt% CNTs (redrawn from publication B).

temperatures is given with no dependance on the CNT content. For specimens

with no yielding (> 1 wt%, 200◦C and 400 + 200◦C) the fracture stress is plotted

instead of the UTS (Figure 4.8 b).

The Young’s modulus, as shown in Figure 4.8 d, also shows no change depending

on the CNT content. As only the specimens HPT-deformed at 400◦C have slightly

lower values than the other specimens, a generally constant Young’s modulus with

a large scatter due to machine compliance has to be assumed.

A comparison between the measured values of the microhardness and the tensile

strength can be made with the relation

HV = 3 ∗ σy, (4.1)
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4. Mechanical properties of nickel/carbon nanotube composites

established by Tabor [83] with HV the microhardness and σy the yield strength,

both measured in MPa. Table 4.2 shows this relation between the microhardness

shown in Table 4.1 and both yield strength and UTS shown in Figure 4.8 for all

measured CNT contents and HPT-deformation temperatures. Almost all samples

exhibit a microhardness to strength relation between three and five, with only

a few below three. No apparent connection was found between the microhard-

ness to strength ratio and the CNT content or the HPT-deformation temperature.

This concentration of microhardness to strength ratios between three and five is

rather unusual when compared to other materials. Zhang et al. [84] found for Cu

and CuZn, deformed to various degrees by HPT and ECAP, as well as for differ-

ent metallic glasses a microhardness to strength ratio around three. Only some

metallic glass samples showed values between 3.8 and 6.3. For ceramics, on the

other hand, they found much higher values between 28 and 183. This increase

was found to be dependent on the ductility of the investigated materials. Ductile

material, which where not fully hardened during the microhardness test showed

a microhardness to strength ratio smaller than three. Materials, which followed

the three-time relationship could be hardened-up to their UTS and for the brittle

materials with ratios above three, the microhardness increases due to the limita-

tions of the surrounding materials, which hinders shear deformation and enables

cleavage cracking. To see, if the Ni/CNT MMCs follow this trend, shown in [84],

the next section discusses their ductility and the occurring fracture mechanisms.

4.3. Ductility and fracture mechanisms

Concurrent with the UTS decrease due to increased HPT-deformation tempera-

tures, the ductility increases. For the 0.25 and 2 wt% specimens, as shown in

Figure 4.7, there is no plastic deformation after HPT-deformation at 200◦C. At

300◦C the ductility increases significantly for the 0.25 wt% specimen to a fracture

strain of 4 %, and also the 2 wt% specimen shows some ductility with 0.5 % frac-

ture strain. These values increase further after HPT-deformation at 400◦C to 4.9

and 2.1 % for the 0.25 and 2 wt% specimens, respectively. A strong difference

in the ductility of the two different CNT contents can be seen in the specimens

HPT-deformed at 400 + 200◦C. While both possess similar high tensile strengths,
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4.3. Ductility and fracture mechanisms

Table 4.2.: Relations between microhardness and yield strength and UTS values
for all Ni/CNT compositions and HPT-deformation temperatures.

HPT-deformation CNT HV /σy HV /UTS
temperature [◦C] content [wt%]
200 0.1 4.2 4.0

0.25 - 2.9
0.5 4.9 4.5
1 - 4.7
2 - 3.4
3 - -

300 0.1 4.2 4.1
0.25 3.9 3.8
0.5 3.9 3.9
1 2.6 2.5
2 3.4 3.3
3 4.1 3.9

400 0.1 3.8 3.7
0.25 4.5 4.4
0.5 4.8 4.7
1 4.6 4.5
2 3.9 3.7
3 3.9 3.6

400+200 0.1 4.2 4.0
0.25 3.1 2.9
0.5 3.2 3.0
1 2.7 2.7
2 - 5.0
3 - 4.4

the ductility is very different with a fracture strain of 3.1 % for the 0.25 wt%

specimen and a failure in the elastic regime for the 2 wt% specimen.

In Figure 4.9 the uniform elongation, the strain at fracture and the reduction

in area are plotted for all CNT content values and all HPT-deformation tempera-

tures. The uniform elongation (Figure 4.9 a) shows no discernible correlation with

the CNT content nor the HPT-deformation temperature. Only for the 2 and 3
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4. Mechanical properties of nickel/carbon nanotube composites

wt% specimens the values are clearly higher at 400◦C than at 300◦C. The strain

at fracture and the reduction in area (Figures 4.9 b and c) on the other hand dis-

play a clear trend both by decreasing with increasing CNT content and increasing

with increasing HPT-deformation temperature. The specimens HPT-deformed at

400 + 200◦C showed similar values as those HPT-deformed at 200◦C.

The decrease of the ductility of Ni/CNT MMCs with increasing CNT content

and with decreasing HPT-deformation temperature found in this work shows

some similarities but also some differences with the results of similar investiga-

tions. Archakov et al. [39] investigated Ni mixed with 0.5–2 wt% thermally ex-

panded graphite (TEG), which was ball-milled to create a Ni-graphene-graphite

composite. Contrary to pure Ni, the composites showed no ductility and frac-

tured in the elastic regime both after HPT-deformation at RT and at 200◦C. The

pure Ni sample showed always some ductility with a higher ductility after HPT-

deformation at 200◦C than at RT. Two studies, investigating the influence on the

ductility of Al/CNT MMCs, also found a decreased fracture strain compared to

pure Al [34, 35]. Rathmayr and Pippan [45] looked at Ni with carbon impurities

between 0.06 and 0.008 wt%, HPT-deformed at various temperatures. For both

99.99 % pure Ni (8 ppm C) and 99.79 % Ni (600 ppm C), tensile test specimens

showed remarkable stable ductility for HPT-temperatures ranging from −196◦C

to 400◦C, with Ni99.79 having slightly lower fracture strain than Ni99.99.

The relation between ductility and microhardness to strength ratio, found by

Zhang et al. [84] in various materials, where ductile materials showed a ratio at or

below three and brittle materials above three, is not valid for the Ni/CNT MMCs

investigated in this work. Comparing the microhardness to strength ratio, listed

in Table 4.2, and the strain at fracture, shown in Figure 4.9 b, the microhardness

to strength ratio is independent of their strain at fracture. Almost all samples

have ratio values above tree, although some of them display good ductility with

strain at fracture values up to 6 %, and those which have ratio values below three

show brittle fracture. To explain this behaviour, a look at the fracture surfaces of

the Ni/CNT MMCs and at the fracture mechanisms can be useful.
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For this, the fracture surfaces were investigated with an In-Lens detector in the

SEM. The fracture surfaces of the 0.25 and 2 wt% specimens are shown exemplar-

ily in Figure 4.10 for all HPT-deformation temperatures. The 0.25 wt% specimens

(Figures 4.10 a-d) show generally a more ductile fracture surface than the 2 wt%

specimens (Figures 4.10 e-h), which is in concordance with the reduction in area

shown in Figure 4.9 c. With increasing HPT-deformation temperature, the duc-

tility increases, and both 0.25 and 2 wt% specimens go from a generally brittle

fracture surface at 200◦C (Figures 4.10 a and e) to a more ductile one at 400◦C

(Figures 4.10 c and g). The two-temperature deformation process again highlights

the difference between the low and the high CNT-content specimens with a ductile

fracture of the 0.25 wt% specimen and a brittle fracture of the 2 wt% specimen

(Figures 4.10 d and h).

In contrast to the apparent brittle-to-ductile transition seen in the low magnifica-

tion images of the fracture surfaces, higher magnification images show microductile

dimples in all investigated specimens. With increasing HPT-deformation temper-

ature and lower CNT content the size of the dimples increases in accordance with

the Ni matrix grain size.

Besides the structure of Ni matrix, the high magnification fractographs also show

the presence of CNT agglomerates located at the center of some of the larger dim-

ples (arrows in Figure 4.10). The 2 wt% specimen, HPT-deformed at 200◦C (Fig-

ure 4.10 e) shows a large, irregular shaped inclusion, while the 2 wt% specimens

deformed at 300◦C and 400◦C feature smaller and more disc-shaped inclusions

(Figures 4.10 f and g). Still smaller are the inclusions present in the 0.25 wt%

specimens, HPT-deformed at 400◦C and 400 + 200◦C (Figures 4.10 c and d).

The influence of the CNT content on the ductility, as presented in Figures 4.9

and 4.10, is more significant than on the yield strength and the UTS. The two-

temperature deformation process in particular highlights the difference in the duc-

tility of high and low CNT contents, with CNT contents ≥ 1 wt% resulting in a

more brittle behaviour than CNT contents < 1 wt%.
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4.3. Ductility and fracture mechanisms

Figure 4.10.: Fracture surfaces and detail fracture surfaces of Ni MMCs with 0.25
and 2wt% CNTs HPT-deformed at a, e) 200◦C, b, f) 300◦C, c, g)
400◦C, and d, h) 400 + 200◦C. CNT agglomerates are marked by
arrows. (redrawn from publication B).

As the Ni/CNT tensile specimens show a microductile fracture of the Ni matrix

independent of the HPT-deformation temperature (Figure 4.10), similar to pure

Ni [85], the overall ductility is most probably determined by the presence of the

CNT agglomerates, acting as micro defects inside the Ni matrix. High amounts of

CNTs in the Ni matrix result in large agglomerates which can not all be reduced

in their size during HPT-deformation. These large agglomerates are also more

irregular in their shape especially after HPT-deformation at lower temperatures
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(c.f. Figures 3.6 a and b and 4.10 e). They consist of bundles of interlocked CNTs,

which are prone to act as fracture nuclei due to strong compression and damaging

by the HPT-deformation process [25, 62].

With increasing tensile stress the micro defects inside the agglomerates grow until

a complete fracture. At stress levels near the UTS, the fragmented agglomerates

create pores in the Ni matrix. At higher HPT-deformation temperatures, where

the CNT agglomerates are smaller and more disc-shaped (Figure 4.10 b, c, f and

g), the agglomerates show no fracture, but a decohesion from the Ni matrix [86].

In both cases, these pores grow, while additional pores emerge in the Ni matrix

due to a multi-axial stress distribution. These pores subsequently grow, coalesce

together and finally the whole specimen fractures. The size of the pores depend

on the grain size and on the size of the agglomerates. In both high and low CNT

specimens the size of the pores increases with the HPT-deformation temperature

concurrent with the grain size (c.f. Table 3.1). As the CNT agglomerates in the

2 wt% specimen HPT-deformed at 400◦C (Figure 4.10 g) are relatively large, the

pores which contain agglomerates are also larger than the empty pores, while in

the 0.25 wt% specimen (Figure 4.10 c) the pores with and without inclusions are

about the same size. The occurrence of brittle fracture of the reinforcement phase

in an otherwise ductile fracture with microdimples of the metal matrix has been

observed in Al/SiC MMCs [87] while the decohesion of small inclusions without

fracture leading to different sized pores depending on the presence of those inclu-

sions was observed in Ni with only 8 ppm carbon content [45].

4.4. Compression strength and mechanical

anisotropy

The test results for the compression tests were plotted for all CNT contents with

the compression stress as a function of the compression strain. In Figure 4.11,

specimens with 0.25 and 2wt% CNTs, HPT-deformed at a) 200◦C, b) 300◦C, c)

400◦C, and d) 400 + 200◦C are exemplarily shown.
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For the 0.25 wt% specimens (red curves) the yield stress decreases from around

3000 MPa after HPT-deformation at 200◦C (Figure 4.11 a) down to around 1500

MPa after HPT-deformation at 400◦C (Figure 4.11 c). It again increases up to

2500 MPa after the two-temperature deformation process (Figure 4.11 d). The

anisotropy similarily decreases with increasing HPT-deformation temperature as

can be seen by the convergence of the yield stresses of the three testing directions.

As the yield strength decreases with the HPT-deformation temperature, the duc-

tility of the 0.25 wt% specimens increases. While at 200◦C only the axial direction

showed some reasonable ductility (Figure 4.11 a), after HPT-deformation at 300◦C

and 400◦C, compression strain of up to 25 % could be reached (Figures 4.11 b and

c). With the two-temperature process, the ductility slightly decreases with values

between 5 and 15 % (Figure 4.11 d).

Ni/CNT MMC specimens with 2 wt% (blue curves) show a similar behaviour,

but with a lower yield strength of around 2500 MPa at 200◦C (Figure 4.11 a),

a slightly higher yield strength of up to 2000 MPa at 400◦C (Figure 4.11 c) and

brittle fractures at 400 + 200◦C (Figure 4.11 d).

The fracture mode of the Ni/CNT MMCs during compression mostly depends

on the amount of CNTs. Specimens with low CNT content deform by shear band

formation and strain localization at an angle of about 45◦ at 200◦C and by ductile

deformation (barrel shape) at higher HPT-deformation temperatures. Specimens

with CNT content ≥ 1 wt% generally fail through brittle fracture. Some deform

by shear band formation at higher HPT-deformation temperatures.

To determine the influence of the size, shape and distribution of the CNT agglom-

erates on the mechanical anisotropy of the Ni/CNT MMCs, their microstructure

was evaluated by SEM in axial, radial and tangential direction. Figure 4.12 shows

the images taken at a radius of 3 mm from the center of the HPT-discs for the

Ni/CNT MMCs with 2 wt% CNT content, HPT-deformed at 200◦C, 300◦C, 400◦C,

and 400 + 200◦C. Binarized versions of the SEM images were produced with the

program ImageJ [69] to evaluate the diameter, aspect ratio and nearest neighbour
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Figure 4.11.: Compression stress-strain curves in axial, radial and tangential di-
rection of Ni MMCs with 0.25 and 2wt% CNTs, HPT-deformed at
a) 200◦C, b) 300◦C, c) 400◦C, and d) 400 + 200◦C (redrawn from
publication B).

distance (NND) of the agglomerates and superimposed on the original images to

make them more visible.

After HPT-deformation at 200◦C (Figures 4.12 a-c), the size of the agglomer-

ates shows a large variation with some agglomerates having a diameter larger than

300 nm. The shape of the agglomerates can be described as oblate ellipsoid or al-

most flat disc, which are primarily stretched in the shear direction (Figure 4.12 b).

The distribution at 200◦C HPT-deformation temperature is rather inhomogeneous

with clusters or concentration of larger agglomerates inter-dispersed by smaller

ones. Especially in axial direction (Figure 4.12 c) there are areas with no dis-

cernible CNT agglomerates.
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Figure 4.12.: SEM images at 3 mm radius in tangential, radial, and axial direc-
tion of Ni MMCs with 2 wt% CNTs, HPT-deformed at 200◦C a-c),
300◦C d-f), 400◦C g-i), and 400+200◦C j-l) (redrawn from publication
B).

Increasing the HPT-deformation temperature to 300◦C (Figures 4.12 d-f) results

in fewer larger agglomerates and more smaller ones with diameters smaller than

50 nm. The aspect ratio of the agglomerates decreases only slightly with the ag-
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glomerates still elongated mainly in shear direction. The agglomerate distribution

becomes more homogeneous with a smaller variance of the NND.

Figures 4.12 g-i show the microstructure after a further increase of the HPT-

deformation temperature to 400◦C. The agglomerate sizes are very similar to

those of the 300◦C specimens with slightly less very small and very large ones.

The aspect ratio also only decreases very marginally with the agglomerates again

elongated in shear direction. The NND of the agglomerates increases to an extant

due to there being less very small agglomerates, but overall the distribution of the

agglomerates is very homogeneous.

In terms of agglomeration properties, the two-temperature deformation process

shows no significant change from the 300◦C and 400◦C specimens. As depicted

in Figure 4.12 j-l, the microstructure images show a homogeneous distribution of

small agglomerates, elongated in shear direction. Only a few agglomerates larger

than 200 nm in diameter are present.

The grains of the Ni matrix show, contrary to the CNT agglomerates, no dis-

cernible elongation in shear direction. The grain sizes depend in all three direc-

tions on the HPT-deformation temperature as shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8 and

Table 3.1.

To evaluate the relation between the mechanical properties of the Ni/CNT MMCs

during the compression tests and their microstructure, depending on the HPT-

deformation temperature and the testing orientation, a comparison between Fig-

ures 4.11 and 4.12 has to be done.

The 2wt% specimens show a decrease of both the magnitude and the anisotropy

of the yield strength with increasing HPT-deformation temperature as well as an

increase in the ductility. With the two-temperature deformation process, the yield

strength and its anisotropy again increase and the ductility decreases to similar

values observed at 200◦C (blue curves in Figure 4.11). Concurrent with these

property changes, the sizes and distribution of the CNT agglomerates become
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more homogeneous, while their aspect ratio decreases slightly. Also the Ni grain

sizes increase. In the specimens deformed at 400 + 200◦C the Ni grain sizes de-

crease again to 200◦C values, while the agglomerate properties are the same as in

the 400◦C specimens.

The change in the compression strength and ductility can be attributed to the

increase in the grain size. This corresponds to the decrease of the microhardness

and tensile strength, shown in Section 4.2, the increase of the ductility, shown in

Section 4.3, as well as the increase of the grain size, shown in Section 3.2.3. The

return of the strength and ductility in the 400+200◦C specimens to values similar

to the 200◦C specimens has also been shown by those previous results.

The change in the anisotropy with the HPT-deformation temperature can be ex-

plained by the change in the number of larger, elongated CNT agglomerates. Both

decrease from 200◦C to 400◦C and again slightly increase in the 400+200◦C spec-

imens. Due to the higher CNT content, more of these large agglomerates remain

at higher HPT-deformation temperatures in the 2 wt% specimens than in the 0.25

wt% specimens, which is in concordance with their higher anisotropy at those tem-

peratures (Figure 4.11 b-d). Higher values of anisotropy due to a higher volume

fraction of reinforcing particles were also found in Al/SiC MMCs by Ganesh and

Chawla [87]. They observed a higher tensile strength in the direction of extru-

sion, which was also the preferred orientation of the elongated SiC particles. The

compression tests of the 2 wt% NiCNT MMCs on the other hand showed a higher

compression strength in axial direction, normal to the shear direction and elonga-

tion. This difference is probably a result of the different testing modes (tensile vs.

compression).

The anisotropy of the Ni/CNT MMCs could also be partially influenced by an

elongation of the Ni grains in shear direction. As the grains are too small to be

adequately resolved in the SEM images (Figure 4.11), TEM images have to be

used to determine a possible elongation of the Ni grains. Figure 3.6 shows the

microstructure of the MMCs in axial direction. An elongation of the CNT ag-

glomerates in one preferred direction can be clearly seen for the 300◦C and 400◦C
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samples (Figures 3.6 b and c, respectively). The Ni grains, on the other hand,

show no elongation in this direction. The grain shape is therefore unlikely to influ-

ence the mechanical anisotropy of the Ni/CNT MMCs. This is also in concordance

with results obtained from tensile and compression tests of pure HPT-deformed Ni

by Rathmayr et al. [88]. They found that the grain aspect ratio has no influence

on the strength or the uniform elongation in either loading condition. What they

found, was a difference of about 100 MPa in the UTS, which they concluded was

caused by the shear texture.

The shear texture of the Ni/CNT MMCs with 2 wt% CNT content is shown

in Figure 3.9 for the same HPT-deformation temperatures as for the compression

tests. While the anisotropy of the compression strength changes with the HPT-

deformation temperature, the shear texture shows no significant changes. Another

factor speaking against an influence of the shear texture on the anisotropy of the

Ni/CNT MMCs is that in this case a higher compression strength would be mea-

sured in tangential testing direction (parallel to the shear direction) than in axial

testing direction (perpendicular to the shear direction) [88]. This is not the case for

the specimens HPT-deformed at 200◦C, 300◦C and 400◦C (Figures 4.11 a-c). Only

the two-temperature deformation process (Figure 4.11 d) displays a lower compres-

sion strength in axial direction, but due to the fracture in the elastic regime in

this case, a premature failure of this specimen, and therefore a possibly higher

strength, can not be excluded.
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matrix composites

The second part of this thesis focuses on the production of MMCs reinforced with

NDs. NDs are less vulnerable to high deformation forces than CNTs due to their

size and shape, therefore ball-milling can be used to blend the ND powder and the

metal powders together before compaction and deformation by HPT. The main

focus of this work was on creating Ag/ND MMCs, but Au/ND MMCs were also

produced. Additionally, Ni/ND processed by colloidal mixing and sintering were

HPT-deformed and investigated. The Ag/ND MMCs could be used for example

as heat sinks due to the high thermal conductivity reported in ND-reinforced met-

als [89], or for applications were a superior wear resistance is needed [90]. Ag/ND

and Au/ND MMCs could also both be used for jewellery applications.

5.1. Pre-deformation treatment: Ball-milling

Mechanical alloying through high-energy ball-milling is a well-known method to

blend two or more powdered materials into a homogenous mixture. For this pro-

cess, the powders are loaded in the right proportion into the mill together with

the grinding medium. Hardened steel balls are the most used grinding medium,

but other materials like tungsten carbide or various ceramics can also be used,

depending on the hardness of the milled materials [2].

Mostly used for alloying different metals together [91–94], it can also be used

to refine the grains of pure metals [95–97] and to disperse second phase particles
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such as NDs in a metal matrix powder [98–103]. The severe plastic deforma-

tion happening during ball-milling due to the highly kinetic impact of the steel

balls on the powders results in different structural changes. The powder particles

are constantly broken apart and re-welded together, which decreases the grain

size and increases the dislocation density. This leads to a microhardness increase

through Hall-Petch and work hardening. Different metals are welded together and

build a homogeneous alloy during the ball-milling process. The solubility of other-

wise non-mixable materials can be extended by the ball-milling process to create

metastable supersaturated solid solutions. Brittle, insoluble particles, like oxides

or non-metallic reinforcement phases (ceramics, NDs) get uniformly dispersed in

the more ductile metal powders [2].

Due to the high impact energies during milling, long fiber materials such as CNTs

are not so well-suited for this method. The breaking and shortening of the fibers

would be detrimental to their function [104]. NDs on the other hand are small

(4-6 nm diameter), have a low aspect ratio and a high strength [60]. Therefore,

they can be easily distributed during ball-milling without damaging their struc-

ture. In this work, a planetary ball-mill was used to mix Ag powder and ND

powder to create a Ag/ND MMC powder, which was then further processed by

HPT-consolidation and -deformation. Special emphasis was laid on finding the

optimal milling parameters to ensure a homogenous distribution of the NDs.

5.2. Experimental

Pure Ag powder (-500 mesh, spherical, purity: 99.9 %) provided by Alfa Aesar

and ND powder (particle size: 4-6 nm, carbon purity: > 98%) provided by Plas-

machem were used as starting materials for the Ag/ND MMCs. For the Au/ND

MMCs and the Ni/ND MMCs, the same ND powder was used as well as pure Au

powder (5.5-9.0 micron, spherical, purity: 99.96+ %) and pure Ni powder (-325

mesh, dendritic), both provided by Alfa Aesar.

Ball-milling was conducted in a planetary ball-mill PM 400 (Retsch) in ambient

atmosphere as well as in an inert Argon atmosphere. Figure 5.1 shows a schematic
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of the milling process. Up to 4 hardened steel jars are mounted on a rotating

plate. The ratio of plate rotation speed ωR to jar rotation speed ωr is 1 : -2.

The plate rotation speed ωR and the milling time t can be pre-programmed. The

ball-milling was conducted with alternating intervals of 15 minutes milling and 15

minutes breaks to prevent heating of the powder. The jars were filled with powder

and hardened steel balls in a weight ratio of 1 : 10. Either pure Ag powder or

mixtures of Ag and ND powder with ND contents of 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2 and 5 wt%

(0.3, 1.6, 3.2, 6.3 and 14.8 vol%) were milled. After milling, the Ag/ND composite

powders were compacted and deformed by HPT as depicted in Figure 5.1. The

HPT-deformation was conducted at room temperature at a hydrostatic pressure

of 5 GPa and a velocity of 0.6 rounds per minute. Table 5.1 summarizes the pro-

duction parameters for all presented samples.

Figure 5.1.: Schematics of the ball-milling process and the powder compaction and
HPT-deformation process (modified from ref. [4]).

5.3. Microhardness and mechanical behaviour

Ag/ND composites were produced by adding increasing amounts of NDs to the Ag

powder and by ball-milling the mixed powders with increasing milling time t and

a milling velocity ωR = 150 rpm (Table 5.1). The powders were then compacted
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Table 5.1.: ND content, milling parameters and number of HPT revolutions for all
investigated Ag/ND composite samples.

Sample ND ND Milling Milling Milling HPT
number cont. cont. time t [h] speed ωR atmosphere turns n

[wt%] [vol%] [rpm]
1 0 0 - - - 30
2 0.1 0.3 2 150 air 20
3 0.5 1.6 2 150 air 20
4 0.5 1.6 2 150 air -
5 1 3.2 3 150 air 20
6 2 6.3 3 150 air 30
7 5 14.8 6 150 air 30
8 5 14.8 6 300 air 30
9 0 0 6 300 Ar 30
10 0.1 0.3 6 300 Ar 30
11 0.5 1.6 6 300 Ar 30
12 0.5 1.6 6 300 Ar -
13 0.5 1.6 6 300 Ar 5
14 2 6.3 6 300 air 30
15 2 6.3 6 300 air 5

and deformed by HPT. Figure 5.2 shows the results for the microhardness mea-

surements of the first processed Ag/ND composite samples compiled in Table 5.1

(samples 2-7) as well as the microhardness of a pure as-received Ag sample, which

was only HPT-deformed for 30 revolutions and contains no ND reinforcement (sam-

ple 1). The microhardness at a radius of 3 mm increases from 105 HV0.1 for the

pure HPT-deformed Ag reference sample to 160 HV0.1 for the Ag/ND composite

sample with 5 wt% NDs ball-milled for 6 hours at 150 rpm and HPT-deformed for

30 revolutions. In addition to the HPT-deformed samples, the average microhard-

ness of an Ag 0.5 wt% ND composite sample, ball-milled for 2h at 150 rpm and

compacted at 5 GPa hydrostatic pressure without further HPT-deformation (sam-

ple 4), is given (77 ± 4 HV0.1) to show the effect of subsequent HPT-deformation

on the microhardness evolution.
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5.3. Microhardness and mechanical behaviour

Figure 5.2.: Vickers microhardness [HV 0.1] as function of the equivalent strain ǫeq
for pure as-received Ag and Ag/ND composites with varying amounts
of NDs, ball-milled for varying milling times at 150 rpm.

Despite the increase in milling duration (3h or 6h instead of 2h for ND con-

tents ≥ 1 wt%), the onset of microhardness saturation goes to higher values of

equivalent strain with increasing ND content (Figure 5.2). To ensure saturation of

microhardness over the whole sample even for high ND contents, the ball-milling

velocity ωR was increased from 150 rpm to 300 rpm, first for 5 wt% NDs (sample

8 in Table 5.1). These milling parameters (6 h at 300 rpm) result in an increased

microhardness, which is constant over the whole radius (Figure 5.3). Compos-

ite powders with 0.1, 0.5 and 2 wt% NDs as well as pure Ag powder were then

produced with the same milling parameters (samples 9-15 in Table 5.1). All 300

rpm composite samples showed increased microhardness compared to the 150 rpm

composite samples, while the microhardness of the pure HPT-deformed Ag sam-

ple, ball-milled at 300 rpm (sample 9) did not change compared to the pure Ag

reference sample (sample 1) after subsequent HPT-deformation. Overall, a mi-
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crohardness increase of more than 80 HV0.1 compared to the pure Ag reference

sample could be achieved by adding NDs as reinforcement phase. Additionally,

30 HPT-revolutions were enough to reach full saturation, except for the 0.5 wt%

sample, which showed a slight microhardness increase over the first 0.5 mm from

the center (Figure 5.3). To evaluate the individual contributions of ball-milling

and HPT, the average microhardness of a compacted sample with 0.5 wt% NDs

(sample 12) and the microhardness of a sample HPT-deformed for 5 revolutions

containing the same amount of NDs (sample 13) are shown in Figure 5.3. The

compacted sample is about 45 HV0.1 (32 %) softer than the HPT-deformed sam-

ple. Furthermore, even a smaller amount of strain is enough to reach saturation, as

the 5 revolutions sample shows similar microhardness values as the 30 revolutions

sample at comparable strain (ǫeq ∼ 100). In terms of microhardness saturation, 5

revolutions are enough for samples containing higher amounts of NDs (2 wt%, sam-

ple 15), since nearly no microhardness increase with increasing equivalent strain

up to a strain of about 100 is observed (Figure 5.3).

Concurrent with the Ag/ND composites, ND reinforced MMCs with Au as matrix

material were produced and investigated. Several powder mixing methods and ND

concentrations were compared. Au MMCs with 0.1 and 1 wt% NDs were prepared

by colloidal mixing [62], while ball-milling for 6 hours at 300 rpm milling velocity

was used to produce an MMC powder with 0.5 wt% NDs. These powders were

compacted and HPT-deformed at RT for 30 or 50 revolutions. Additionally, pure

Au powder was compacted and HPT-deformed for 10 revolutions as a reference

sample. Figure 5.4 shows the measured Vickers microhardness as function of the

equivalent strain for these Au/ND MMCs. HPT-deformed pure Au powder reaches

microhardness values of 110 HV0.1 after 10 HPT-revolutions. Au powder rein-

forced with 0.1 wt% NDs, colloidal mixed, compacted and HPT-deformed for 30

revolutions shows an increased microhardness of 140 HV0.1, while the identically

processed Au/ND MMC with 1 wt% reaches 160 HV0.1. The highest microhard-

ness values were reached with a 0.5 wt% ND content, ball-milled for 6 hours at 300

rpm. Two samples were prepared by HPT-deformation, one with 30 revolutions

and one with 50 revolutions. Both reached a microhardness of 190 HV0.1, with

the 50 revolution sample having a more evenly saturated microhardness along the
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5.3. Microhardness and mechanical behaviour

Figure 5.3.: Vickers microhardness [HV 0.1] as function of the equivalent strain ǫeq
for pure as-received Ag and Ag/ND composites with varying amounts
of NDs, ball-milled for 6h at 300 rpm.

sample radius.

Another material combination that was investigated is Ni reinforced with NDs.

They were produced similar to the Ni/CNT composites by colloidal mixing and

sintering with ND contents of 0.5, 1, 3 and 10 vol% [62]. All ND concentrations

were first HPT-deformed for 30 revolutions at RT. As can be seen in Figure 5.5,

the reached saturation microhardness values were 510, 600 and 660 HV0.3 for the

0.5, 1 and 3 vol% samples, respectively. A continuous microhardness measurement

along the radius of the 10 vol% sample was not feasible due to the large amount

of cracks present after HPT-deformation. To increase the microhardness, improve

the ND distribution and avoid the formation of cracks, the Ni/ND MMCs were

also HPT-deformed with the two-temperature deformation process developed for

the Ni/CNT MMCs. The 0.5 and 10 vol% samples were HPT-deformed for 30 rev-
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5. Nanodiamond reinforced metal matrix composites

Figure 5.4.: Vickers microhardness [HV 0.1] as function of the equivalent strain ǫeq
for pure as-received Au and Au/ND composites with varying amounts
of NDs, blended together by either colloidal mixing or ball-milling for
6h at 300 rpm.

olutions at 400◦C and then for 10 revolutions at 200◦C, the 1 and 3 vol% samples

for 30 revolutions at 400◦C and then for 1 revolution at RT. The microhardness

values increase to 570 and 660 HV0.3 for the 0.5 and 1 vol% samples, respectively,

remains at 660 HV0.3 for the 3 vol% sample and reaches 800 HV0.3 for the 10

vol% sample (Figure 5.5).

A comparison with the microhardness of the Ni/CNT shows that the Ni/ND

MMCs have a lower saturation microhardness than the Ni/CNT MMCs after

HPT-deformation at RT (c.f. Figures 5.5 and 4.4). While the Ni/ND MMCs

have microhardness values between 510 and 660 HV0.3 depending on the ND con-

tent, the Ni/CNT MMCs all have microhardness values above 720 HV0.3 with less

variation between the different CNT contents. For the samples deformed with the
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5.3. Microhardness and mechanical behaviour

Figure 5.5.: Vickers microhardness [HV 0.3] as function of the equivalent strain ǫeq
for Ni reinforced with varying amounts of NDs and HPT-deformed at
RT and at elevated temperatures.

two-temperature process, the Ni/ND MMCs gain a saturation microhardness more

similar to the Ni/CNT MMCs with values for the Ni/ND samples between 570 and

800 HV0.3 compared to those for the Ni/CNT samples between 520 and 850 HV0.3.

To evaluate the influence of the NDs on the mechanical properties of HPT-deformed

Ag, tensile tests were performed with pure HPT-deformed Ag powder samples,

HPT-deformed pure ball-milled Ag samples, and HPT-deformed ball-milled com-

posite samples with 0.1, 0.5 and 2 wt% ND content. These samples were selected

to investigate both the influence of the ball-milling process and of the increasing

ND content on the mechanical properties of HPT-deformed Ag. Ag/ND composite
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samples with 5 wt% NDs were not tested due to their disposition to develop cracks

during HPT-deformation. The processing parameters were chosen to be 6 hours at

300 rpm for ball-milling and 30 revolutions for the subsequent HPT-deformation

to guarantee a homogeneous distribution of the NDs in the testing region. Char-

acteristic engineering stress-strain curves are shown in Figure 5.6. In Table 5.2,

the mean values and standard deviations for the ultimate tensile strength (UTS),

the yield strength, the uniform elongation, the stress and strain at fracture and

the area reduction for four samples of all investigated composites are summarized.

UTS, yield strength and stress at fracture are slightly higher for HPT-deformed

pure ball-milled Ag samples compared to pure HPT-deformed Ag powder samples

and further increase with increasing ND content. The uniform elongation, strain

at fracture and area reduction on the other hand decrease.

The tensile strength is proportional to the microhardness and known to increase

both for ball-milled and HPT-deformed metals due to the decreased grain size

[1, 91]. Concurrent with the strength increase a decrease of the ductility has to

be accepted for these materials. Angella et al. [105] showed, that the UTS of

as-cast pure Ag increases from 140 MPa for undeformed Ag to 320 MPa after an

applied equivalent strain of about 8 by equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP).

The fracture elongation on the other hand decreases from 26 % to 15 %. Gubicza

et al. [106] also looked at the influence of ECAP on the mechanical properties of

pure Ag. They reached an UTS of 330 MPa and an elongation of 25 % after 4

ECAP passes. These results are similar to those we found for pure HPT-deformed

Ag powder samples, which are 329 ± 11 MPa and 13 ± 1 % for the UTS and

the fracture elongation, respectively (Table 5.2). In contrast, the UTS of coarse-

grained Ag is much lower. Hsueh et al. [107] investigated the tensile behavior of

pure cold drawn Ag wires and recorded an UTS of 180 MPa and an elongation of

17 %. For pure, undeformed Ag ingots, Wu and Lee [108] observed an UTS of 107

MPa and a uniform strain of 25 %.

The same effect of increasing strength and decreasing ductility is prevalent with

the addition of hard second phases [5]. The stress-strain curves of the Ag/ND

composite samples (Figure 5.6 and Table 5.2) follow this behavior. The tensile
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strength, yield strength and stress at fracture increase with increasing ND con-

tent, while the uniform elongation, strain at fracture and area reduction of fracture

decrease. The UTS for instance increases from 350 MPa for the pure ball-milled

HPT-deformed Ag sample to 387, 438 and 531 MPa for the Ag/ND composite

samples with 0.1, 0.5 and 2 wt%, respectively. Since all these sample were ball-

milled and HPT-deformed with the same parameters, it is reasonable to ascribe the

observed UTS increase to the presence of the NDs. Several studies show, that a re-

inforcement with NDs [102] and also CNTs [104] increases the tensile strength and

decreases the ductility of composites compared to pure metals. Both in these stud-

ies and in the present work, the mechanical properties of nanocarbon-reinforced

MMCs depend heavily on the distribution and the agglomerate size of the second

phases. The right choice of the production methods (co-deposition, ball-milling,

HPT-deformation) and parameters is therefore paramount to a superior mechani-

cal behaviour.

After tensile testing, fractographs were made with SEM (Figure 5.7). Low magni-

Table 5.2.: Mechanical properties of the tensile test specimens produced from
HPT-deformed Ag and Ag/ND composites.

HPT-def. UTS Yield Uniform Stress at Strain at Area
Sample [MPa] strength elongation fracture fracture reduction
30 turns [MPa] [%] [MPa] [%] [%]
pure HPT- 329 ± 11 280 ± 10 3.0 ± 0.8 6 ± 2 12.6 ± 1.2 94 ± 4
deformed Ag
pure HPT- 350 ± 7 303 ± 7 2.2 ± 0.2 166 ± 66 10.1 ± 2.1 74 ± 6
deformed ball-
milled Ag
0.1 wt% ND 387 ± 7 324 ± 4 2.5 ± 0.2 247 ± 36 8.8 ± 1.5 66 ± 18
0.5 wt% ND 438 ± 7 352 ± 15 1.9 ± 0.4 404 ± 18 4.2 ± 0.6 21 ± 9
2 wt% ND 531 ± 18 477 ± 10 0.9 ± 0.3 531 ± 18 0.9 ± 0.3 4 ± 1

fication images show that the fracture surface area increases with the ND content

from almost complete necking in the pure Ag reference specimen (Figure 5.7 a)
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Figure 5.6.: Engineering stress as function of the engineering strain for a pure
Ag reference sample, a ball-milled Ag powder samples and ball-milled
Ag/ND composite samples with 0.1, 0.5 and 2 wt% ND content, HPT-
deformed for 30 revolutions.

with an area reduction of 94 % to a more brittle failure with only a small amount

of necking and an area reduction of only 4 % in the 2 wt% Ag/ND composite

specimen (Figure 5.7 e). The high magnification images of the fracture surfaces

show dimples of various sizes. The diameters of the dimples were measured in the

program ImageJ [69] to be 2.0 and 1.2 µm for the two pure HPT-deformed Ag

powder specimens, respectively (Figures 5.7 a and b), 486 and 423 nm for the 0.1

wt% and 0.5 wt% Ag/ND composite specimens, respectively (Figures 5.7 c and d)

and only 94 nm for the 2 wt% Ag/ND composite specimen (Figure 5.7 e). The

ball-milled pure Ag and Ag/ND specimens also show some inclusions of different

sizes which are located inside roughly half of the larger dimples visible in the im-

ages (arrows in Figure 5.7).
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Figure 5.7.: SEM images of fracture surfaces for a) a pure Ag reference sample,
b) a ball-milled Ag powder sample and ball-milled Ag/ND composite
samples with c) 0.1, d) 0.5 and e) 2 wt% ND content, HPT-deformed
for 30 revolutions (arrows indicate inclusions).
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The area reduction and morphology of the fracture surfaces are important char-

acteristics of the ductility of a material and depend like the other mechanical

properties on the matrix grain size, the size and distribution of the second phase

particles and on the bonding between them and the matrix. Large agglomerates

of second phase particles have to be thoroughly broken-down and well dispersed in

the matrix to minimize the probability of crack initiation inside those agglomer-

ates or at the interface between them and the matrix [109]. Due to the increasing

ND content, the area reduction decreases and the fracture surfaces show decreas-

ing dimple sizes (Figure 5.7). The fracture surface of the pure HPT-deformed Ag

powder sample (Figure 5.7 a) shows large, deep dimples without any inclusions.

The pure ball-milled HPT-deformed Ag powder sample (Figure 5.7 b) has smaller

dimples with inclusions (arrows in Figure 5.7 b), probably coming from impurities

picked up during the ball-milling process. The fracture surfaces of the 0.1 wt%

and 0.5 wt% Ag/ND composite samples (Figure 5.7 c and d) show mainly very

small dimples which are slightly deeper in the 0.1 wt% sample, and only a few

larger dimples containing ∼ 1 µm long inclusions. The 2 wt% Ag/ND composite

sample (Figure 5.7 e) shows almost brittle fracture with very small dimples and

some smaller (∼ 200nm), more spherical inclusions. In all investigated samples

these inclusions are present in approximately half of the larger dimples visible in

the micrographs and show no apparent fracture. This indicates that the fracture

of the material is initiated by decohesion between the hard particles, which are

located at the grain boundaries and triple junctions (see Figure 5.11), and the Ag

matrix, and not by particle cracking [86]. The decohesion of particles and matrix

leads to the formation of voids in the material, which then grow with increasing

tensile stress. When the voids are large enough, they begin to coalesce, a crack

forms and ultimately the material fractures [86]. In contrast to the particle deco-

hesion found in this study, Hanada et al. [102] found in Cu ball-milled with 30 at%

ND reinforcement and consolidated by spark plasma sintering, that large ND ag-

glomerates showed particle cracking during compression tests. Hot extrusion of

those Cu/ND composites on the other hand provided a better dispersion of the

ND particle and no particle fracture could be observed. A homogeneous dispersion

and a dissolution of the ND agglomerates into small clusters can therefore be seen

as essential for a strong and reasonably ductile MMC.
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5.4. Microstructure

To show the development of the second phase distribution, depending on the pro-

cessing parameters and the ND content, SEM micrographs were taken in tangential

direction. Figure 5.8 shows the images taken at an equivalent strain of 250 of the

pure Ag reference sample (sample 1: no milling) and for the composite samples

with varying milling durations (2 hours for samples 2 and 3, 3 hours for samples

5 and 6 and 6 hours for sample 7).

Figure 5.8.: SEM micrographs at eps = 250 of HPT-disks for a) a HPT-deformed
pure Ag reference sample and HPT-deformed Ag/ND composite sam-
ples, ball-milled at ωR = 150 rpm for various times with ND content
of b) 0.1 wt%, c) 0.5 wt%, d) 1 wt%, e) 2 wt% and f) 5 wt%.

Figure 5.9 shows the micrographs for the samples ball-milled at 300 rpm (sam-

ples 8-11 and 14 in Table 5.1) taken at the same equivalent strain of 250. The

grain sizes of the pure Ag reference sample and the Ag/ND composite samples

with 0.1 and 0.5 wt% NDs show no significant differences compared to the sam-

ples ball-milled with 150 rpm, while the samples with higher ND content have

grain sizes below the resolution of the SEM images for both processing conditions

(150 rpm and 300 rpm, cf. Figures 5.8 d,e,f and 5.9 d,e). The distribution of the
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NDs on the other hand is much better for the samples ball-milled at 300 rpm,

especially for higher ND contents (cf. Figures 5.9 d, e).

Figure 5.9.: SEM micrographs at eps = 250 of HPT-disks for a) a HPT-deformed
pure Ag powder sample and Ag/ND composite samples, ball-milled at
ωR = 300 rpm for 6 hours with ND content of b) 0.1 wt%, c) 0.5 wt%,
d) 2 wt% and e) 5 wt%.

To give an example on how the second phase distribution develops over the sam-

ple radius, SEM micrographs of the Ag/ND composite sample with 2 wt% NDs

ball-milled at 300 rpm taken at 0, 1, 2 and 3 mm from the center are shown in

Figure 5.10. The NDs in the sample are relative homogeneously distributed over

the whole radius. Only at r = 0 mm, there are some larger clusters of ND ag-

glomerates (Figure 5.10 a). The NND, the aspect ratio and the size of the ND

clusters were measured with the program ImageJ [69] from the SEM images (Fig-

ure 5.10). While the NND and the aspect ratio do not change significantly along

the radius (about 35 nm and 1.5, respectively) the diameter of the ND clusters

decreases slightly from 17 nm near the center to 11 nm at a sample radius of 3 mm.

Due to the small grain sizes of the Ag/ND composite samples with high ND content
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Figure 5.10.: SEM micrographs of a HPT-deformed 2 wt% Ag/ND composite sam-
ple, ball-milled at ωR = 300 rpm for 6 hours, taken at a radius of
a) 0 mm, b) 1 mm, c) 2 mm and d) 3 mm.

(> 0.5 wt%) and to investigate the structure of the ND clusters, TEM samples

were made from the Ag/ND composite samples with 2 wt% NDs ball-milled at

both 150 and 300 rpm. Figure 5.11 exemplarily shows TEM images of the com-

posite samples ball-milled for 3 hours at 150 rpm (sample 6, Figure 5.11 a) and for

6 hours at 300 rpm (sample 14, Figure 5.11 b) and corresponding SAD patterns.

Both microstructures consist of equiaxed Ag grains with ND clusters dispersed

between the grains. Ag grain sizes were determined from the TEM images as the

diameters of equivalent circles of around 300 grains for each sample. They were

found to be 49 ± 16 nm for the 150 rpm sample and 43 ± 16 nm for the 300 rpm

sample. Figure 5.11 b also includes a HRTEM image of a ND cluster located at
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a triple junction. The cluster consists of several single crystal ND particles, indi-

cated by their ordered crystal structure (arrows in Figure 5.11 b), separated by an

amorphous carbon grain boundary phase (blue markings in Figure 5.11 b). The

recorded SAD patterns show only Ag and no diamond diffraction peaks or peaks

from possible impurities.

Figure 5.11.: TEM micrographs and SAD patterns for HPT-deformed 2 wt%
Ag/ND composite samples ball-milled for a) 3h at 150 rpm and b)
6h at 300 rpm, including a HRTEM image of an ND cluster (arrows
indicate possible single crystal ND particles, blue markings indicate
amorphous regions).

Ufg or nc grains and a fine dispersion of the NDs inside the matrix play a key

role in providing high strength for a composite material. HPT-deformation [5]

and ball milling [2] are often-used methods to decrease the grain size and to dis-

perse the second phase particles homogenously throughout the matrix.

The ball-milling process is the main driving factor for a homogeneous ND dis-

tribution. Milling time and velocity are important factors in this regard. A com-

parison between an only HPT-deformed Ag/ND composite sample with 0.5 wt%

NDs, (10 revolutions at RT) and a previously ball-milled Ag/ND composite sam-

ple with 0.5 wt% NDs shows that the size of the ND agglomerates is reduced and

their distribution inside the matrix is improved through the ball-milling process

(c.f. Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.8 c). Increased milling time and velocity have been
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5.4. Microstructure

shown to further improve the break-down of large agglomerates and the subse-

quent dispersion of NDs in the metal powder. Changing the ball-milling velocity

from 150 rpm (Figure 5.8) to 300 rpm (Figure 5.9) results in smaller agglomer-

ates which are also better distributed. Several previous studies have also shown

that an increased milling time leads to a better second phase distribution and

consequently to a higher microhardness of MMCs [91,98–102]. Ball-milling on its

own does not however decrease the grain size, as can be seen when comparing the

pure HPT-deformed Ag reference sample to the pure ball-milled HPT-deformed

Ag sample (Figures 5.8 a and 5.9 a). TEM images (Figure 5.11) of the 2 wt%

Ag/ND composite samples ball-milled at different velocities also show no signifi-

cant difference in the grain size (49 ± 16 nm and 43 ± 16 nm for 150 rpm and for

300 rpm, respectively).

Figure 5.12.: SEM micrograph of a 0.5 wt% Ag/ND composite sample, only HPT-
deformed for 10 revolutions at RT.
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5. Nanodiamond reinforced metal matrix composites

The goal of the HPT-deformation is to decrease the grain size of the Ag matrix and

further improve the ND distribution. Figure 5.10 shows the refinement of the grain

size with the sample radius and subsequently the equivalent strain through HPT-

deformation (c.f. Figure 5.10 a and b). In pure metals, grain refinement is limited

due to grain boundary mobility [4]. In composites, the grain boundary mobility is

greatly reduced by the second phase particles [5]. This leads to finer grains in ND

reinforced Ag compared to the pure metal, as can be seen in Figures 5.8 and 5.9.

Several studies, which investigated ND reinforced MMCs [62,99,100,110], showed

that grain refinement plays a key role in providing high strength values and that

NDs are able to stabilize the grain size. The influence of the HPT-deformation

on the NDs is less prevalent than on the Ag matrix, as with increasing equivalent

strain the size of the ND clusters only decreases slightly and the ND distribution

shows also only a slight change at low equivalent strains (Figure 5.10 a and b).

During ball-milling and HPT-deformation larger ND clusters get dissolved into

smaller particles of about 10 nm diameter. As can be seen in the HRTEM image

(Figure 5.11 b), the ND cluster consists in similar parts of ordered diamond struc-

tures and of amorphous structures. Studies of the structure of as-produced NDs

show that the diamond structure of single NDs is covered by a thin amorphous

layer [13,61,62], which is a result of the production method [111], and that the NDs

form aggregates by covalent bonding [62]. The increased amount of amorphous

carbon compared to the as-produced NDs suggests that during ball-milling and

HPT-deformation, the NDs are partially damaged and undergo a phase change.

As the NDs are Raman active in contrast to the Ag matrix [60, 62], Raman spec-

troscopy studies can be conducted, to evaluate the damage imposed on the NDs

during ball-milling and HPT-deformation. Woo et al. [99] showed that the di-

amond Raman peak of ND reinforced Al disappeared after ball-milling. They

suggest that this is caused by a surface graphitization of the ND particles and

that the diamond structure remains in the particle core. A similar effect through

HPT-deformation was measured by Aristizabal et al. [25] on Ni MMCs reinforced

with CNTs. Here the Raman spectroscopy results showed a fragmentation of the

CNTs into graphite/graphene clusters caused by the imposed strain.
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Analogous to the Ag/Nd MMCs, images of the Au/ND microstructure were ob-

tained with SEM. Figure 5.13 shows micrographs at r = 3 mm of the HPT disks

for the pure Au reference powder, the colloidal mixed Au/ND MMC powder with

0.1 and 1 wt% and the ball-milled Au/Nd powder with 0.5 wt%. The Au powder

reference sample features a mean grain size of about 120 nm and a multitude of

dark spots. As the pure powder does not contain NDs, a possible contamination

of the powder either during initial production or consolidation in the HPT has to

be considered. The ND reinforced Au samples show an increase in the number of

agglomerates and a decrease in the grain size.

Figure 5.13.: SEM micrographs at r = 3 mm of HPT-disks for a) pure Au reference
powder, HPT-deformed for 10 revolutions, b) Au powder with 0.1
wt% NDs, colloidal mixed and HPT-deformed for 30 revolutions, c)
Au powder with 1 wt% NDs, colloidal mixed and HPT-deformed for
30 revolutions and d) Au powder with 0.5 wt% NDs, ball-milled for
6 hours at 300 rpm and HPT-deformed for 50 revolutions
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5. Nanodiamond reinforced metal matrix composites

For the Ni/ND MMCs, SEM micrographs were also taken at a radius of r = 3 mm

of the HPT-disks. Figure 5.14 shows the microstructure of the 0.5, 1, 3 and

10 vol% samples HPT-deformed for 30 revolutions at RT. With increasing ND

content both the grain size and the agglomerate size decrease and the NDs be-

come more homogeneously distributed. Simultaneously, the agglomerates follow

a shear-like pattern and the shape of the agglomerates becomes more elongated.

In the 10 vol% sample (Figure 5.14 d), the agglomerates are overall much smaller

and more round with only remnants of the shear pattern visible.

Figure 5.14.: SEM micrographs at r = 3 mm of HPT-disks for Ni/ND MMCs with
a) 0.5 vol%, b) 1 vol%, c) 3 vol% and d) 10 vol%, all HPT-deformed
for 30 revolutions at RT.
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6. Strengthening mechanisms in

nanocarbon-reinforced metal

matrix composites

After outlining how the mechanical properties of the nanocarbon-reinforced MMCs

depend on the production parameters in Chapter 4 and Section 5.3, a deeper look

at the principal mechanisms controlling this behaviour is needed.

For the Ni/CNTMMCs, the microhardness and the tensile and compression strength

as well as the ductility depend on the imposed equivalent strain, the CNT content

and the HPT-deformation temperature. For the Ag/ND MMCs, the ball-milling

parameters have also a great influence on these properties, while a possible influ-

ence of the HPT-deformation temperature was not investigated. For both these

MMCs, several different underlying strengthening mechanisms can be proposed as

responsible for these property changes.

6.1. Hall-Petch strengthening

The relationship between grain size and yield strength is explained by the Hall-

Petch theory, which states that the yield strength σy is related to the grain diameter

d by:

σy = σ0 + k ∗
1√
d

(6.1)

with σ0 and k material-dependant constants [112]. This relation between grain

size and strength has been shown to be valid for many different metals and sev-

eral orders of magnitudes of grain sizes [113]. To evaluate if the Ni/CNT MMCs
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6. Strengthening mechanisms in nanocarbon-reinforced metal matrix composites

investigated in this work follow the Hall-Petch relation, the measured Vickers mi-

crohardness values of all samples, as summarized in Table 4.1, are drawn as a

function of 1/
√
d in Figure 6.1. The microhardness was used for this graph in-

stead of the yield strength, because specimens from samples deformed at RT were

not included in the tensile tests due the often observed crack formation during

HPT-deformation and samples deformed at 200◦C and at 400 + 200◦C displayed

a large scatter in the tensile test data due to their brittle failure in the elastic

regime. The microhardness can be used for a Hall-Petch plot due to the Tabor

relation between yield strength and microhardness, which states that the Vickers

microhardness is about three times the yield strength, both measured in MPa [83].

The grain sizes used for this comparison were measured from TEM images for

the 2wt% samples (c.f. Figure 3.6) and from SEM images for all other samples

(c.f. Figure 3.4), using the equivalent diameter method. Despite some devia-

tions at smaller grain sizes, the Ni/CNT MMCs follow the Hall-Petch relations

rather good. A linear approximation was fitted onto the results with the fitting

parameters being y = 49 + 4909*x, which equals a σ0 of 160 MPa and a k of

507 MPa µm1/2.

These results, showing that HPT-deformed Ni/CNT MMCs follow the Hall-Petch

relation, were compared to similar results obtained for carbon doped HPT-deformed

Ni by Rathmayr and Pippan [45]. In Figure 6.1 the microhardness values for Ni

samples doped with four different concentrations (8, 100, 300 and 1200 ppm) are

plotted besides the results for the Ni/CNT MMCs. Again, a linear approximation

was fitted onto the results with the fitting parameters being y = 0 + 5975*x, which

equals a σ0 of 0 MPa and a k of 618 MPa µm1/2. Similar Hall–Petch relationships

between the grain size and the microhardness were found in CNT-reinforced Ni at

larger grain sizes by Suarez et al. [68], in CNT-reinforced Cu by Kim et al. [114],

and in CNT-reinforced Al by Choi et al. [115]. These results strengthen the argu-

ment, that the microhardness increase of Ni/CNT MMCs is mainly the result of

a decreased grain size through HPT-deformation.

Like for the Ni/CNT MMCs, the relationship between grain size and yield strength
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6.1. Hall-Petch strengthening

Figure 6.1.: Hall-Petch Plot and linear fit for HPT-deformed Ni/CNT samples and
HPT-deformed C doped Ni samples [45] (redrawn from Publication B).

of the Ag/ND MMCs is explained by the Hall-Petch theory (Equation 6.1). Fig-

ure 6.2 shows the yield strength measured in the tensile tests (Figure 5.6 and Ta-

ble 5.2) as a function of the grain size. The grain sizes were measured from SEM

images (Figure 5.9) for the pure Ag samples and the Ag/ND composite sample with

0.1 wt% and from TEM images (Figure 5.11) for the Ag/ND composite samples

with 0.5 and 2 wt%. The yield strength increases with decreasing grain size and

a linear fit could be modelled which follows the Hall-Petch relation (Figure 6.2).

The fitting parameters are y = 76 + 2430 * x, which equals a σ0 of 76 MPa and a k

of 77 MPa µm1/2. Comparisons of the measured yield strength and the predicted

yield strength using the Hall-Petch equation (equation 1 in Ref. [113]) are also in

good agreement (Table 6.1). For these calculations, the measured grain sizes and

the constants of pure silver (σ0 = 29 ± 3 MPa, k = 100 MPa µm1/2 [113,116]) were

used, hence the slightly different values compared to the linear fit (c.f. Table 6.1

and Figure 6.2). These results indicate, that strengthening by grain refinement
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6. Strengthening mechanisms in nanocarbon-reinforced metal matrix composites

is the main contributor for the observed yield strength of the Ag/ND MMCs.

This hardening by grain refinement can be achieved by HPT-deformation [1], as

well as by mechanical alloying through ball-milling [2, 91]. The contributions of

ball-milling and HPT-deformation to the microhardness increase can be seen in

Figures 5.8 and 5.9. Ball-milling and compaction of Ag powder with 0.5 wt% NDs

result in a microhardness of about 77 HV0.1 for the 150 rpm sample and 94 HV0.1

for the 300 rpm sample. Additional HPT-deformation increases the microhard-

ness further to about 130 and 140 HV0.1 for the 150 rpm and 300 rpm sample,

respectively. The microhardness difference of the compacted powders is most likely

caused by a stronger size reduction and better distribution of the ND clusters in

the Ag powder particles after ball-milling with 300 rpm. This also leads to the

microhardness difference of 10 HV0.1 after HPT-deformation.

Figure 6.2.: Hall-Petch Plot and linear fit for pure HPT-deformed Ag powder sam-
ples and HPT-deformed Ag/ND composite samples.
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6.2. Dislocation strengthening

Table 6.1.: Measured yield strength and calculated strength values for the Hall-
Petch strengthening mechanism of HPT-deformed Ag powder samples
and Ag/ND composite samples.

HPT-deformed Measured Yield Hall-Petch strength
sample 30 turns strength [MPa] component [MPa]
Pure Ag powder 280 ± 10 283 ± 3
Ag powder ball-milled 303 ± 7 296 ± 3
0.1 wt% ND 324 ± 4 363 ± 3
0.5 wt% ND 352 ± 15 412 ± 4
2 wt% ND 477 ± 10 513 ± 4

6.2. Dislocation strengthening

Dislocations introduced through plastic deformation are called geometrically nec-

essary and contribute to strengthening by acting as individual obstacles and by

creating a long range back stress in coarse-grained materials [117]. In severely

deformed ufg and nc materials these dislocations are however not evenly dis-

tributed in the microstructure, but concentrated mainly in boundaries. These

boundaries subdivide the initial grains and lead to grain refinement with further

HPT-deformation [4, 67]. The dislocation density has therefore only an indirect

influence on the strength of HPT-deformed materials through furthering the grain

refinement.

In the Ag/ND MMC powders, which were subjected to ball-milling before con-

solidation and HPT-deformation, dislocations are additionally introduced through

the ball-milling process [2]. As dislocations are needed to create sub-grains, these

additional dislocations can accelerate the grain refinement both during ball-milling

and in the subsequent HPT-process and allow the microstructure and therefore

the microhardness to reach its saturation with fewer HPT-revolutions. This can

be seen by comparing the microhardness evolution with the equivalent strain of

the Ni/CNT MMCs and the Ag/ND MMCs (Figures 4.3 and 5.3, respectively),

both HPT-deformed for 30 revolutions at RT. While the Ni/CNT MMC sample

reaches saturation of the microhardness only at an equivalent strain value of 250,
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6. Strengthening mechanisms in nanocarbon-reinforced metal matrix composites

the Ag/ND MMC sample show a microhardness saturation over the whole sample

radius.

6.3. Reinforcement strengthening

Besides the relation between grain size and microhardness/tensile strength, there

is also a dependence of the microhardness on the CNT content, mainly at elevated

HPT-deformation temperatures. Figure 6.3 shows the saturation microhardness

values for all samples depending on the fourth root of the carbon content and the

HPT-deformation temperature. These values are additionally compared to micro-

hardness values for Ni, doped with different amounts of pure carbon and HPT-

deformed at RT and 400◦C, as published by Rathmayr and Pippan in 2011 [45].

At RT, the carbon content has no significant influence on the microhardness as

was already shown in Figure 4.4. At an HPT-deformation temperature of 200◦C,

the CNT content has an apparently stronger influence on the microhardness. This

is due to about 150 HV0.3 lower microhardness values of the 0.1 and 0.25 wt%

samples compared to RT. The samples with ≥ 0.5 wt% CNTs on the other hand

show only a slight decrease in the microhardness. At 300◦C and 400◦C, a more

steadily increase of the microhardness with the CNT content can be seen, with

values about 200 and 300 HV0.3 below the RT values, respectively. The slopes of

these increases are smaller than for 200◦C but not completely flat as for the RT

samples. The 400 + 200◦C samples show the largest increase with CNT content,

mainly because the 0.1, 0.25 and 0.5 wt% samples have microhardness values be-

tween 500 and 600 HV0.3, while the 1, 2 and 3 wt% sample are between 750 and

850 HV0.3. The dependence of the microhardness on the carbon content is vastly

different for the carbon-doped Ni samples of Ref. [45]. While the microhardness

values are much lower, the increase with the carbon content is much stronger for

both the samples HPT-deformed at RT and at 400◦C.

There are two ways how hard reinforcement phases can increase the strength of a

material. The first mechanims works by forcing moving dislocations to bow around

the particles. This bowing is known as dispersion or Orowan strengthening [3, 5].
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6.3. Reinforcement strengthening

Figure 6.3.: Saturation hardness as function of the carbon content for HPT-
deformed Ni/CNT samples and HPT-deformed C doped Ni samples
[45]. (redrawn from Publication B).

But this strengthening mechanism can only occur, if the second phase is present

inside the grains and smaller than the matrix grain size [118]. CNT agglomerates

larger than the grain size would not contribute substantially to the strength of

the MMCs. In Figure 3.6 the CNT agglomerates are shown to be either similar

in size to the Ni grains (Figures 3.6 a and d), or smaller (Figures 3.6 b and c).

They are however only present at the grain boundaries or the triple junctions of

the Ni matrix and not inside the grains. Dislocation movements are therefore pri-

marily hindered by grain boundaries and not by the CNTs and the contribution

of Orowan strengthening to the strength of the Ni/CNT MMCs is very small or

even negligible.

Another way, how the CNT agglomerates can increase the strength is by pin-

ning of the grain boundaries, which allows the formation of finer saturation grain
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6. Strengthening mechanisms in nanocarbon-reinforced metal matrix composites

sizes during HPT-deformation. This stabilization of finer grains compared to pure

HPT-deformed metals is caused by a decrease of the grain boundary mobility by

impurities or reinforcement particles located at the grain boundaries and triple

junctions [4, 5].

The cause for the different slopes for carbon doped Ni compared to the Ni/CNT

MMCs as well as for the different HPT-deformation temperatures is probably

the capability of the reinforcing phases to influence the grain boundary mobility.

Rathmayr and Pippan [45] showed that the carbon has a larger effect on the final

grain size after HPT-deformation at higher temperatures. This can be seen in Fig-

ure 6.3 both for carbon doped Ni and for the Ni/CNT MMCs. The difference in the

slopes between these two material systems can be caused by the difference in the

second phase distribution. While atomic carbon can easily distributed along the

grain boundaries during HPT-deformation, the CNTs are concentrated in larger

agglomerates. This was also shown by Aristizabal et al. [26] with HPT-deformed

Ni/CNT MMCs, where the diameter and the nearest neighbour distance of the

CNT agglomerates decreased with increasing strain, but the CNT area fraction

did not change significantly with increasing strain values. Thus, it can be con-

cluded that the carbon is mostly present as CNTs in the agglomerates and might

be only to a small part enriched at the grain boundaries. However, the amount of

atomic carbon present at the grain boundaries could not be determined as of yet.

Future investigations with atom probe microscopy could reveal how much carbon

is detached from the CNTs and enriched at the grain boundaries.

The usage of NDs as reinforcement phases also results in an increase of the mi-

crohardness, as can be seen by comparing the microhardness of the pure Ag ref-

erence sample, the pure ball milled Ag sample and the Ag/ND composite samples

ball-milled both at 150 rpm and 300 rpm (Figures 5.8 and 5.9). While there is no

significant difference in the microhardness of the pure Ag reference sample and the

pure ball milled Ag sample after HPT-deformation, the microhardness increases

substantially with the increase in ND content. With a higher ball-milling velocity

an additional microhardness increase can be observed for all Ag/ND composite

samples. This observations show that the ball-milling amplifies the effect of the
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NDs on the microhardness and the grain size through dissolving and distributing

the ND clusters in the Ag matrix. Several studies confirm this observed micro-

hardness increase trough ND addition both for metals [13,98–102,109,110] and for

polymers [119]. NDs as reinforcements have also been shown to give higher micro-

hardness compared to other carbon derivatives such as CNTs or carbon onions [62].

TEM images of the Ag/ND MMC microstructure (Figure 5.11) show that the

ND particles, like the CNTs in the Ni matrix, are located at the grain boundaries

and triple junctions of the Ag matrix. The Orowan strengthening mechanism can

therefore, like in the Ni/CNT MMCs, not be used for the Ag/ND MMCs, since

the ND particles are not located inside the grains, and the microhardenss increase

is caused by a stronger grain refinement due to the pinning effect of the NDs [4,5].

6.4. Load transfer strengthening

Another factor in providing high microhardness and strength for MMCs is the load

transfer between the matrix and the second phase. A good bonding and a high

aspect ratio are necessary for an efficient load transfer from the softer matrix to

the harder reinforcement phase [3]. With a modified Shear Lag model, introduced

by Nardone and Prawo [120], the contribution of the load transfer strengthening

in MMCs can be calculated as

∆σLT = νP ∗ σm ∗
[

(l + t) ∗ A
4 ∗ l

]

(6.2)

with νP the particle volume fraction, σm the yield strength of the unreinforced ma-

trix, l and t the length and width of the reinforcing particles, and A their aspect

ratio [121].

Exemplary calculations of the load transfer contributions to the tensile strength of

the Ni/CNT MMCs with 2 wt% CNT content give ∆σLT values between 18.0 ± 9.5

MPa for the sample HPT-deformed at 200◦C and 15.1 ± 7.0 MPa for the sample

HPT-deformed at 400+200◦C. The value for σm is given as 148 MPa [122] and the

values for l, t and A were taken from the measurements discussed in Section 4.4.
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6. Strengthening mechanisms in nanocarbon-reinforced metal matrix composites

With aspect ratio values smaller than 2 and particle volume fractions of 8.33 vol%,

the contribution of the load transfer to the tensile strength of the Ni/CNT MMCs

is very small (c.f. Figures 4.7 and 4.8).

Similar results can be obtained for the Ag/ND MMCs. HRTEM images of Ag/ND

composite samples with 2 wt% NDs (Figure 5.11 b) indicate, that ball-milling for

6h at 300 rpm and subsequent HPT-deformation leads to small, round ND clusters.

The aspect ratios were determined to be around 1.5 for the 0.1, 0.5 and 2 wt%

samples, which were used for tensile testing, while σm is given as 29 MPa [116].

The ∆σLT values are 0.08 ± 0.03 MPa for 0.1 wt%, 0.43 ± 0.18 MPa for 0.5 wt%

and 1.77 ± 0.77 MPa for 2 wt% ND content. These values show that the load

transfer has no significant influence on the tensile strength of the Ag/ND MMCs

(c.f. Table 6.1).

6.5. Impurities and solid solution strengthening

The strengthening of the material through solid solution hardening through car-

bon atoms as well as the introduction of impurities during colloidal mixing have

also to be considered when evaluating the contributing factors to the strength.

The solid solution of carbon in Ni and the formation of Ni3C in Ni/CNT MMCs

has been investigated by Suarez et al [123]. They cited a maximum solubility of

carbon in Ni of 0.56 wt% at 1600 K (1327◦C) [124] and showed that Ni3C is a

metastable phase up to 1600◦C. They also found no evidence for the formation

of the hcp Ni3C phase in both the HT-XRD spectra of 5 wt% Ni/CNT MMCs

and in the SAD pattern of a fcc Ni matrix at the interface to a CNT cluster.

The SAD pattern of an HPT-deformed Ni/CNT MMC sample with 1 wt% CNT

content (Figure 3.3) also shows only a Ni fcc structure and no hcp phase. It can

be therefore concluded that colloidal mixing, sintering and HPT-deformation does

not lead to the formation of Ni3C.

The influence of other impurities apart from carbon on the mechanical proper-

ties of HPT-deformed Ni has been investigated by Rathmayr and Pippan [45] for

different Ni samples with carbon contents between 8 and 1200 ppm and total im-
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purity contents between 41 and 3130 ppm. They found that the UTS is mainly

influenced by the carbon content, while the ductility is governed by non-metallic

inclusions. Bachmaier et al. [80], on the other hand, found an increase in the

saturation microhardness in Ni powder and more so in oxidized Ni powder after

consolidation and HPT-deformation compared to HPT-deformed bulk Ni. This

microhardness increase was a result of the grain boundary pinning of the oxide

particles. The Ni powder used in this work has not been oxidized, and the equiva-

lent strain value where microhardness saturation is reached is similar to that of the

pure Ni powder [80]. It is therefore reasonable to conclude that the microhardness

increase from 290 HV1 for the bulk Ni to 570 HV1 for the pure Ni powder is due

to the presence of oxides and that the further increase to atleast 724 HV0.3 for

the Ni/CNT MMCs (Table 4.1) can be ascribed to the CNT reinforcement.

For the Ag/ND MMCs, ball-milling is another way for the introduction of im-

purities into the material. As the ND clusters are dissolved during ball-milling

and HPT, single C atoms could be removed from the particles and distributed

throughout the Ag matrix [125]. As the solubility of carbon in Ag is lower than

0.1 at% [126], solid solution strengthening would only be possible through forced

mixing during ball-milling and HPT-deformation. Hydrogen and oxygen from the

atmosphere and Fe from the milling jars are the main impurity elements that can

lead to a strength increase in the final composite material. The milling time and

velocity, the milling atmosphere as well as the microhardness difference between

powder and milling medium are all important factors in this regard [2]. SAD

patterns of the 2 wt% Ag/ND MMC samples ball-milled for 3 hours at 150 rpm

and for 6 hours at 300 rpm (Figures 5.11 a and b, respectively) show only peaks

of pure Ag. Since SAD measurements only cover very small areas, possible Fe

or Ag2O impurities could not be detected. Two possible indicators for impurities

introduced through ball-milling are the higher microhardness of the compacted

Ag/ND composite sample with 0.5 wt% NDs ball-milled at 300 rpm compared to

that ball-milled at 150 rpm (Figures 5.2 and 5.3) and the presence of inclusions

in the fracture surface of the pure ball milled Ag sample (Figure 5.7 b). Future

evaluations with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) over larger sample

areas will determine if there are small amounts of Fe dissolved in the compos-
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ites. Also possible are X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements to evaluate possible

lattice parameter changes of Ag due to impurities.
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7. Summary

In this thesis, nanocarbon-reinforced MMCs were deformed by HPT at various

temperatures. High equivalent strains can be used with this method for decreas-

ing the grain size of bulk materials, generating new mechanically alloyed materials,

compacting and deforming powders and homogenizing the distribution of second

phases inside matrix materials. MMCs are combinations of a softer metal matrix

and a harder reinforcement phase. Carbon allotropes, such as CNTs and NDs, are

well suited as reinforcement phases of MMCs, but only if their tendency to form

large agglomerates can be overcome. HPT-deformation is the perfect method to

dissolve such large agglomerates and distribute the particles in the matrix. The

goal in this work was to improve the second phase distribution and to decrease the

grain size of the matrix materials. An increase in hardness and tensile strength

without a too strong decrease in ductility has been expected from these experi-

ments.

In the following the main experimental results are summarized and then the

conclusion for the design and processing of this type of composites are drawn.

Ni/CNT MMCs were produced from powder by colloidal mixing and sintering.

HPT-deformation of the sintered pellets was done at RT, 200◦C, 300◦C, 400◦C

and with a two-temperature deformation process (400 + 200◦C). The increase

in the number of revolutions and subsequently the equivalent strain leads to a

grain refinement of the Ni matrix. The size and the distributions of the CNT

agglomerates does not change significantly between 1 and 30 HPT-revolutions.

The microhardness of the Ni/CNT MMCs increases until it reaches a saturation

value. For 1wt% CNT content this saturation was reached after 30 revolution or

an equivalent strain of ǫeq of about 250.
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7. Summary

With increasing CNT content, the microstructure of the Ni/CNT MMCs, HPT-

deformed at RT for 20 revolutions, showed more and larger CNT agglomerates,

while the grain sizes showed no significant difference between the samples. They

also reach similar saturation microhardness values independent of the CNT con-

tent, with the exception of the samples with 3 wt%. These samples could not be

deformed for more than 2.5 revolutions, because of slippage between the anvils

due to a high microhardness and high CNT content.

SEM images and TKD scans indicate that the grain sizes increase with increasing

HPT-deformation temperature, while the grain sizes of the sample deformed at

two temperatures (400 + 200◦C) are similar to those of the 200◦C sample (Fig-

ure 3.7). HRTEM images show agglomerates of strongly deformed CNTs getting

smaller and more spherical with increasing HPT-deformation temperature. The

saturation microhardness decreases, microhardness values above 700 HV0.3 at RT

and about 400 HV0.3 after HPT-deformation at 400◦C. The two-temperature

deformation process (400+ 200◦C) on the other hand increases the saturation mi-

crohardness up to 800 HV0.3.

Evaluations of the texture show a fcc shear texture independent of the HPT-

deformation temperature, with a concentration of grain orientations in [111]-direc-

tion. Annealing experiments show that the two-temperature process is advanta-

geous for maintaining smaller grains and smaller CNT cluster sizes as well as a

higher microhardness after annealing, most likely due to a more homogeneous CNT

distribution.

Similar to the microhardness, the tensile strength, the compression strength and

the anisotropy of Ni/CNT MMCs decrease with increasing HPT-deformation tem-

perature and increase also after the two-temperature deformation process. The

ductility increases with increasing HPT-deformation temperature. The specimens

with lower than 1 wt% CNTs also showed some ductility after the two-temperature

deformation process.

Ag/ND composite samples were produced from powders by ball-milling and HPT-
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deformation. The ND weight percentages as well as the milling time, the milling

velocity and the number of HPT revolutions were gradually increased to increase

the microhardness, decrease the grain size of the Ag matrix and to improve the

second phase distribution. The addition of a maximum of 5 wt% NDs has been

found to increase the microhardness up to 186 Vickers compared to 105 Vickers

of the pure Ag reference sample. A ball-milling time of 6 hours at a velocity of

300 rpm and a subsequent compaction and HPT-deformation for 30 revolutions has

been found to achieve fully saturated microhardness values. Tensile tests of pure

HPT-deformed Ag samples and Ag/ND composite samples revealed an increase of

the strength, but also a decrease of the ductility for increasing ND content com-

pared to the pure Ag reference sample. While an increased ND content increases

the size of the ND agglomerates and decreases the grain size to a certain extent,

a higher ball-milling velocity and a higher equivalent strain have a much greater

influence on grain size and ND agglomerate size and distribution.

Several concentrations of NDs have been mixed with Au powder either by col-

loidal mixing (0.1, 1 wt%) or by ball-milling (0.5 wt%) and compared to pure

Au powder. After HPT-deformation, the MMCs showed an increase in micro-

hardness of 20, 50 and 80 HV0.1 (0.1, 1 and 0.5 wt%, respectively) compared to

pure Au. While the microstructure of pure HPT-deformed Au features some dark

spots, possibly stemming from contamination of the powder, the number and size

of spots increase with increasing ND content. Simultanously, the grain size of the

Au matrix decreases.

The microhardness of Ni reinforced with 0.5, 1, 3 and 10 vol% NDs was measured

after HPT-deformation at RT and at various temperature combinations. The ND

content was the main factor controlling the grain size and the microhardness of

the HPT-deformed samples. The two-temperature deformation processes provided

only a small microhardness increase compared to the samples HPT-deformed at

RT (Figure 5.5). The microstructures of HPT-deformed Ni/ND MMCs feature

decreasing grain sizes with increasing ND content. The ND agglomerates get

smaller and more homogeneously distributed with increasing ND content in con-

trast to the other investigated MMC materials, where an increased second phase
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7. Summary

content leads to larger agglomerates and no improvement in the distribution when

HPT-deformation has been performed at the same temperature and with the same

number of revolutions.

The main conclusions from these experimental results are:

• Increasing strength and hardness through increased equivalent strain during

HPT-deformation and higher reinforcement content, induced by a decrease

in grain size.

• Decreasing ductility concurrent with the increasing strength, caused mainly

by the increase in content of agglomerates.

• Dissolution of reinforcement agglomerates during HPT-deformation through

particle debonding at the agglomerate surface, as illustrated in Figure 7.1.

• Saturation of the agglomerate dissolution due to high bonding forces between

particles in small agglomerates.

• Higher HPT-deformation temperatures result in larger grain sizes and im-

proved agglomerate dissolution, most probable due to the higher strain rate

sensitivity and the resulting more homogeneous deformation.

• A two-temperature HPT-deformation process permits the optimization of

the microstructure by combining the improved agglomerate dissolution at

higher temperatures with the grain size decrease at lower temperatures.

• Better dissolution of NDs than CNTs due to smaller individual particles with

lower aspect ratio and ball-milling prior to the HPT-deformation process.

The evaluation of the strengthening mechanims in nanocarbon-reinforced and

HPT-deformed MMCs have shown that the observed strength increase is mainly

caused by decreasing the grain size (Hall-Petch theory). The reinforcements (CNTs

or NDs), located at the grain boundaries and triple junctions act as obstacles for

the grain boundary movement, which allows a stronger grain refinement through

HPT-deformation than in pure metals. The process of grain refinement is similar as

in pure metals. The HPT-deformation process causes the dislocations to coalesce
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Figure 7.1.: Schematic illustration of the dissolution process of particle clusters
during plastic deformation [71].

into sub-boundaries, which leads to the formation of sub-grains and subsequently

a smaller grain size with increasing equivalent strain. Orowan strengthening, the

typical hardening mechanism in nanodispersion strengthened alloys, was not ob-

served in the MMCs, as the reinforcements are not located inside the grains to

enable dislocation looping. Load transfer strengthening as well as strengthening

through impurities and solid solution of carbon only have a small influence on the

final strength.

Overall, it can be concluded that with the right combination of pre-deformation

powder treatment, reinforcement content, as well as process temperature, HPT-

deformation can be used to create nanocarbon-reinforced MMCs. An increased

microhardness and tensile strength and also a reasonable ductility can be achieved

through the optimization of the microstructure with ufg or nc metal grains and a

homogeneous distribution of nanometer-sized reinforcement particles.

Although the microstructural and mechanical behaviour of nanocarbon-reinforced
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7. Summary

MMCs was thoroughly studied in this work, there are some questions that re-

main unanswered and should be the subject of future investigations. One such

question is, can the second phase distribution be further improved? Figures 3.6

and 5.11 show that the CNT and ND agglomerates are still much larger than their

constituent particles and could possibly be further dissolved to achieve a bet-

ter distribution through longer HPT-deformation and/or higher HPT-deformation

temperatures. A further modified HPT-deformation process could also improve the

microhardness evolution for the Ni/CNT MMCs. As can be seen in Figure 4.5, full

microhardness saturation over the whole sample radius has not been reached for

the samples HPT-deformed at lower temperatures and with the two-temperature

deformation process. With higher HPT-deformation temperatures it would also

be possible to investigate if additional texture components, caused by different de-

formation and restoration mechanisms, appear similar to HPT-deformed pure Ni.

Last of all a few comments in regards to the applications of nanocarbon-reinforced

MMCs are in place. To make those MMCs viable for future applications, it is

first necessary to increase the sample size. Although it is possible to perform

HPT-deformation on sample sizes up to a diameter of 70 mm, it is unclear if a

homogeneous second phase distribution can be achieved for such large samples, es-

pecially in regards to the high temperatures needed throughout the whole samples.

Future applications for Ni/CNT MMCs include structural and functional compo-

nents were at the moment pure Ni or Ni alloys are used and a higher mechanical

strength is useful. The higher thermal stability of Ni/CNT MMCs is also a de-

sired advantage. Another promising field of application for Ni/CNT MMCs lies

in tribology. While the high microhardness provides a good wear resistance, the

CNT reinforcements can act additionally as solid lubricants.

The future use of Ag/ND MMCs includes the thermal management of electronic

components and, like for the Ni/CNT MMCs, applications where a higher strength

and wear resistance are needed. This includes the jewellery industry, where the

reinforcement with NDs not only improves the mechanical properties of Ag and

also Au, but also adds to the aesthetic and monetary value of the materials.
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A. Temperature dependent structural evolution in nickel/carbon nanotube composites

Abstract

Nickel/Carbon nanotube (CNT) composites with varying amounts of CNTs were

processed at different temperatures by high-pressure torsion (HPT) with the aim

to optimize the process parameters to obtain a homogenous dispersion of CNTs in

the metallic matrix. As the CNT distribution has an enormous influence on the

composite properties, the structural evolution with increasing strain and the final

microstucture of the composites are investigated by scanning and transmission

electron microscopy. Microhardness measurements were additionally performed.

Microhardness increases up to 800 Vickers (HV) and the mean grain size decreases

to an equivalent radius smaller than 40 nm for HPT at room temperature (RT),

while the CNTs form rather large agglomerates. HPT-deformation at 200◦C shows

no significant change in hardness, grain size and CNT agglomerate size. For HPT-

deformation at 300◦C and 400◦C grain sizes increase to 60 nm respectively 90 nm,

microhardness decreases to 500 HV respectively 400 HV and the size of the CNT

agglomerates decreases from more than 5 times the grain size at RT to smaller

than the grain size. It could be shown that the optimal HPT processing route

to improve the CNT distribution is a combination of deformation at 400◦C with

subsequent deformation at RT.

A.1. Introduction

Nanocrystalline (NC) and ultrafine-grained (UFG) materials have been shown to

surpass coarse grained materials both in mechanical and in functional utility [1].

During the last couple of decades, severe plastic deformation (SPD) has been used

to obtain dense UFG or even NC bulk materials in reasonable volumes [2].

In the majority of the studies SPD processing by high-pressure torsion (HPT)

deformation of metal matrix composites (MMCs) showed improved mechanical

properties compared to the deformation of pure metals, due to combining matrix

and reinforcement properties [3, 4]. These properties are controlled by the size of

the reinforcement as well as by its distribution within the matrix [5].
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A.2. Experimental

In this study, MMCs with nickel as the metal phase and carbon nanotubes (CNTs)

as reinforcement are deformed by HPT. CNTs are well suited for use as reinforce-

ment phase because of their high thermal conductivity, high specific strength,

low weight and large aspect ratio [6]. Preinvestigations of SPD deformed Ni and

Cu/CNT composites with 1 and 3wt% CNTs and 3 to 4 vol% CNTs have been

already performed [7–9]. The present study investigates Ni/CNT MMCs with a

greater variety of CNT weight percentages and HPT-deformation is additionally

conducted at different temperatures to investigate the influence of temperature on

the structural evolution. Since CNTs are known to form agglomerates in a metal

matrix due to Van der Waals forces [10], a strong emphasis in this study is fur-

ther laid on obtaining a uniform distribution of small CNT agglomerates. Hence,

samples are deformed for different numbers of revolutions as well.

A.2. Experimental

The initial Ni/CNT MMC material was produced as described in [11]. The sam-

ples in the as-fabricated condition had a diameter of 8 mm, a thickness of about

1 mm and contained CNT weight percentages of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2 and 3. These

samples were HPT-deformed with 0.2 rpm at room temperature (RT) for up to

30 revolutions as described in [12]. Samples were additionally deformed for 30

revolutions at 200◦C, 300◦C and 400◦C with 0.6 rpm, resulting in an equivalent

strain of more than 700 at a radius r = 3 mm [13].

Microhardness was measured every 0.25 mm along the radii of the HPT discs

(mean value of three indents at each measurement point). The hardness measure-

ments were carried out with a BUEHLER Micromet 5100 using a load of 300 g

(HV0.3).

Microstructures were characterized in a scanning electron microscope (SEM) type

LEO 1525 using back scattered electrons (BSE). Images were taken along the radii

of the samples every 0.5 mm to determine the dependence of the microstructural

evolution on the equivalent strain.
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A. Temperature dependent structural evolution in nickel/carbon nanotube composites

Additionally, HPT-deformed samples with 0.1wt% and 1wt% CNTs were prepared

for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) investigations (Phillips CM12). HPT-

deformation parameters were the following: 30 revolutions at 200◦C (0.1wt%); 30

revolutions at RT (1wt%); 30 revolutions at 400◦C with additional 5 revolutions

at RT (1wt%). TEM images were recorded in radial direction for the samples with

1wt% CNTs and in axial direction for the 0.1wt% sample. All TEM samples were

obtained at r = 2mm.

A.3. Results and discussion

With increasing equivalent strain the microhardness increases until it reaches a

saturation at high strains for all investigated Ni/CNT MMCs (except the sam-

ple containing 3wt% CNTs). This is exemplarily shown in Figure A.1 a for the Ni

MMC sample with 1wt% CNTs, which reaches a saturation hardness of 753 HV af-

ter 30 revolutions. Independent of the CNT weight percentage, all HPT-deformed

samples show saturation hardness values above 720 HV after HPT-deformation

at RT, as can be seen in Table A.1. The saturation onset for all samples is at

a radius of about 3 mm after 30 revolutions, which corresponds to an equivalent

strain of about 250 for the Ni/CNT MMC sample containing 1wt% CNTs (Fig-

ure A.1 a) and up to an equivalent strain of 400 for other compositions. In pure

metals and single phase alloys the saturation regime is reached at a much lower

strain [14, 15]. Similar high strains to reach saturation in hardness were needed

for HPT-consolidated samples of pure Ni powder [16]. In the Ni/CNT MMCs an

additional effect due to the presence of the CNTs has also to be considered. For

the sample containing 3wt% CNTs, HPT-deformation at RT was limited to 5 rev-

olutions due to the high hardness of the sample. Hence no steady state could be

reached in this case.

To investigate the influence of the deformation temperature, HPT samples were

deformed at 200◦C, 300◦C and 400◦C. Figure A.1 b shows the hardness evolution

with increasing strain at different deformation temperatures for Ni MMCs with

1wt% CNTs. The sample deformed at 200◦C reaches almost the same saturation

hardness as the sample deformed at RT, but higher strains are necessary to reach
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saturation. At 300◦C, the saturation hardness decreases to 510 HV. At 400◦C, the

saturation hardness decreases further (451 HV), but almost the same amount of

strain is needed to reach saturation compared to the sample deformed at RT.

Figure A.1.: Vickers hardness as function of the applied equivalent strain of Ni
MMCs with 1wt% CNTs after a) 1, 10, 20 and 30 revolutions at RT
and after b) 30 revolutions at 200◦C, 300◦C and 400◦C.

Table A.1 summarizes the saturation hardness values for all compositions and

deformation temperatures. For all Ni/CNT MMCs the saturation hardness de-

creases with increasing deformation temperature. Only for the samples containing

0.5wt% CNTs, nearly the same hardness is reached at RT and 200◦C. The Ni/CNT

MMC samples with 0.25wt% and 0.5wt% samples have the most distinct decrease

in hardness with increasing HPT-deformation temperature, the samples contain-

ing 2wt% CNTs, the smallest. As an example for the microstructural evolution

of the Ni/CNT MMCs with increasing strain, Figure A.2 shows SEM images of

the Ni MMCs with 1wt% CNTs deformed at RT at different amounts of applied

strain. The size and the distribution of the CNT agglomerates does not signifi-

cantly change with increasing number of revolutions, while the grain sizes of the

Ni matrix decreases. Surprising is that Ni MMCs with different CNT weight

percentages show a similar microstructural evolution of the Ni matrix and CNT

distribution independent of the CNT content.

Figure A.3 displays the saturation microstructure of the Ni MMCs with 1wt%
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Table A.1.: Hardness values for all compositions and deformation temperatures
(r=3 mm).

wt% CNTs 0.1 0.25 0.5 1 2 3
Sat. hardness RT 729 ± 33 724 ± 33 767 ± 22 753 ± 11 724 ± 24 -
Sat. hardness 200◦C 604 ± 19 587 ± 37 762 ± 12 712 ± 49 702 ± 19 776 ± 27
Sat. hardness 300◦C 501 ± 5 478 ± 6 520 ± 5 510 ± 6 497 ± 4 600 ± 1
Sat. hardness 400◦C 401 ± 3 395 ± 3 438 ± 5 451 ± 3 458 ± 8 465 ± 3

CNTs at different deformation temperatures recorded at r = 3 mm. With increas-

ing HPT-deformation temperature, the saturation grain size increases, while CNT

agglomerates become smaller and more globular. After deformation at 300◦C the

CNTs still show some clustering, although these clusters consist of smaller agglom-

erates (Figure A.3 c). After deformation at 400◦C a homogeneous distribution of

small CNT agglomerates is achieved (Figure A.3 d). Ni MMC samples containing

higher weight percentages of CNTs show a higher density of agglomerates, but

there is no significant influence of CNT content on agglomerate size and shape.

Processing of the Ni MMC samples by HPT leads to strong grain refinement.

SEM investigations show a decrease of the grain size with increasing number of

revolutions and saturation values smaller than 40 nm for all compositions after 30

revolutions. However, a slight decrease of the grain size with increasing amount of

CNTs is observed.

At a deformation temperature of 200◦C, grain sizes increase slightly, but are below

100 nm. For deformation temperatures of 300◦C and 400◦C grain sizes increase

further for nearly all compositions.

Since grains are hardly resolvable in SEM in the saturation region, the microstruc-

ture in the steady state of selected samples is additionally investigated in detail
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A.3. Results and discussion

Figure A.2.: SEM images of Ni MMCs with 1wt% CNTs at r = 3 mm after a) 1,
b) 10 and c) 20 revolutions deformed at RT.

by TEM.

Figure A.4 shows bright and dark field images with corresponding selected area

diffraction (SAD) pattern of the Ni MMC sample with 1wt% CNTs deformed at

RT, which was recorded at an equivalent strain of 450. Both images illustrate

a nanocrystalline microstructure with grains having a size of about 100 nm and

below, showing various defects displayed as contrast variations inside the grains.

The grains are clearly elongated along the shear direction (as indicated in Fig-

ure A.4 a). In the SAD pattern shown in Figure A.4 a fcc Ni and traces of NiO

Debye-Scherrer rings are observed. CNT agglomerates could not be discerned.

The generated microstructures of the Ni MMC sample with the lowest CNT con-

tent (0.1wt%) in the saturation regime are shown in bright and dark field images

in Figure A.5. A comparable nanocrystalline structure with few larger but as well

very small grains is revealed, where the different grains can hardly be distinguished

from each other. The different shape of the grains (equiaxed in this case) is due
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Figure A.3.: SEM images of Ni MMCs with 1wt% CNTs after 30 revolutions at
r = 3 mm at a) RT, b) 200◦C, c) 300◦C and d) 400◦C.

to the sample being observed in axial direction. In the SAD pattern only fcc Ni

rings are visible.

Figure A.4.: a) Bright field TEM image with corresponding SAD pattern and
b) dark field TEM image of Ni MMCs with 1wt% CNTs after 30
revolutions at RT (r = 2 mm). The arrow marks the shear direction.
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A.3. Results and discussion

Figure A.5.: a) Bright field TEM image with corresponding SAD pattern and
b) dark field TEM image of Ni MMCs with 0.1wt% CNTs after 30
revolutions at 200◦C (r = 2 mm).

Unfortunately, HPT samples deformed at RT show strong crack formation. At de-

formation temperatures of 300◦C and 400◦C, no cracks are observed. Furthermore,

a better homogeneity of CNT distribution is obtained at 400◦C (see Figure A.3

d). A drawback is, however, the decrease of the saturation hardness at this de-

formation temperature. By contrast, HPT-deformation at 200◦C prohibits crack

formation without significant hardness decrease compared to RT and reduces the

grain size compared to 400◦C HPT (compare Figure A.4 and A.5).

To achieve a microstructure consisting of a Ni matrix with small grain sizes and

small, evenly distributed CNT agglomerates, HPT samples were initially deformed

for 30 revolutions at 400◦C and subsequently deformed for 5 revolutions at RT.

Figure A.6 shows the microstructure of a Ni MMC sample with 1wt% CNTs de-

formed with the aforementioned parameters. In the SEM image (Figure A.6 a)

a homogeneous distribution of small, globular CNT agglomerates is visible, while

the grains of the Ni matrix are very small. The processed microstructure is also in-

vestigated by TEM (Figure A.6 b and c). A nanocrystalline Ni matrix can be seen,

in which the grains are below 50 nm in size. The grains are somewhat elongated

due to the sample being observed in radial direction (as indicated in Figure A.6
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b). Again, no CNT agglomerates could be identified in TEM. The SAD pattern

(inset in Figure A.6 b with annotated dark field spot) shows a slight broadening

of the Ni diffraction rings, due to the smaller grain size compared to the sample

deformed at RT and 200◦C (Figure A.4 and A.5). Additionally, weak diffraction

rings of NiO are visible.

Figure A.6.: a) SEM image, b) bright field TEM image with corresponding SAD
pattern and c) dark field TEM image of Ni MMC with 1wt% CNTs
after 30 revolutions at 400◦C and 5 additional revolutions at RT
(r = 2 mm). The arrow marks the shear direction.

Ni MMC samples deformed for 30 revolutions at 400◦C with additional 5 revo-

lutions at RT exhibit the same crack formation tendency as samples deformed at

RT. Hence, HPT parameters were adjusted to 30 revolutions at 400◦C with ad-

ditional 10 revolutions at 200◦C. First microstructural investigations show that

comparable microstructures can be achieved using this deformation parameters

with the advantage of no crack formation after HPT-deformation. Both samples

also exhibit the same high hardness of 769 HV. Further adjustments of the HPT

parameters and their influence on microstructural evolution are certainly of inter-

est and are currently conducted. For the analysis of the structural defects present

in the CNTs after SPD, Raman spectroscopy investigations are underway.
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A.4. Conclusion

Ni MMCs with differing amounts of CNTs were processed by HPT. It could be

shown that grain size and microhardness depend strongly on the number of revo-

lutions, while CNT agglomerate size, shape and distribution change only slightly.

The applied equivalent strain has a more pronounced effect on the grain size and

hardness than the differing weight percentages of CNTs.

Increasing the deformation temperature leads to larger grain sizes and a decrease

of the hardness in the steady state. CNT agglomerates become smaller, more

globular and more evenly distributed with increasing deformation temperature.

Samples, which were deformed for 30 revolutions at 400◦C followed by additional

5 revolutions at RT, exhibit the most homogenous microstructure. Crack forma-

tion could be prevented by changing the deformation parameters to additional 10

revolutions at 200◦C.
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B. Influence of Processing Parameters on the Mechanical Properties

Abstract

Nickel/carbon nanotube (Ni/CNT) composites with varying amounts of CNTs are

deformed by high-pressure torsion (HPT) at different deformation temperatures

to high strains, where no further refinement of the Ni matrix microstructure is

observed. Mean Ni grain sizes increase with increasing HPT-deformation tem-

perature, while the size of the CNT agglomerates is significantly reduced. Addi-

tionally, the distribution of the agglomerates in the metal matrix becomes more

homogenous. To investigate the mechanical performance of the HPT-deformed

composites, uniaxial tensile and compression tests are conducted. Depending on

the HPT-deformation temperature and the resulting microstructure, either brittle

or ductile fracture occurs, and the ultimate tensile strength varies between 900

and 2100 MPa. Increased HPT-deformation temperatures induce a decrease in

the anisotropy of the mechanical properties, mainly caused by a shrinking of the

CNT agglomerates. It is shown, that tuning the HPT-deformation temperature is

the key for optimizing both the microstructure and the mechanical performance.

B.1. Introduction

Processing of metal matrix nanocomposites (MMCs) by severe plastic deforma-

tion (SPD) has gathered much interest in the materials science community be-

cause of the possibility of this method to not only create a nanograined or ul-

trafine grained microstructure, but also to disperse the second phase particles

homogenously throughout the metal matrix [1]. These second phase particles are

known to improve the mechanical properties of pure metals, due to their ability

to pin dislocations and grain boundaries as well as to act as reinforcing phase.

In nanocrystalline materials, they also inhibit grain growth, which improves the

thermal stability of SPD processed metals [2].

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) consist of rolled up sheets of graphene, either single

or multilayered, and possess outstanding material properties, such as high spe-

cific strength and high thermal conductivity [3]. These properties make them

promising candidates as reinforcing phase for MMCs [4], and the strength and
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ductility of such CNT/metal composites are the subject of several studies, using

severe plastic deformation (SPD) processes, such as high-pressure torsion (HPT)

or equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) [5–7], and other processing techniques,

for example, electrodeposition [8–12]. Contrary to other carbon allotropes, such

as nanodiamonds, CNTs are known to form large agglomerates when dispersed in

MMCs [13]. The breaking-up and dispersion of these agglomerates,which has a

significant influence on the mechanical performance of the MMCs, is therefore of

outmost importance for improving the properties of such composites.

An often used method to investigate the mechanical properties of HPT-deformed

bulk materials is tensile testing [14–16]. Tensile tests are used as a direct measure-

ment of the yield strength and the ultimate tensile strength (UTS), the uniform

elongation, the stress and strain at fracture, and the Young’s modulus. Due to

the size limitations of HPT processed samples, special care has to be exercised on

the fabrication of appropriate tensile test specimens with these dimensions, since

proportional standards for tensile test specimens are only given for larger samples,

as used in industrial environments [17, 18].

The majority of studies on the topic of CNT-reinforced metals come to the conclu-

sion, that the addition of CNTs as second phase particles has a beneficial impact

on the strength and ductility. Yoon et al. [5] showed, that the addition of 5 or

10 vol% of CNTs to pure Cu and a subsequent HPT-deformation of up to 10

revolutions increases the UTS from 190 MPa to 352 and 345 MPa, respectively.

A similar UTS increase has been reported by Asgharzadeh and Kim [7] in Al

reinforced with 3 vol% CNTs and HPT-deformed up to 10 revolutions. Other

consolidation methods have also shown to improve the mechanical properties of

CNT reinforced metals. Yang et al. [8] reported a 1.7 times higher UTS and an

elongation about 18% higher of ball-milled and extrusion-sintered Al containing

2.5 wt% CNTs compared to pure Al. Spark plasma sintered Cu mixed with 5 vol%

CNTs showed a comparable strength increase [9].

The mechanical properties of Ni, as metal basis in different carbon-based rein-

forced composites, have been the subject of several studies as well. An increase
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of the UTS by a factor of almost two without a decrease in ductility, compared

to pure Ni, through the addition of carbon impurities between 0.008 and 0.06

wt% and subsequent HPT-deformation, has been reported by Rathmayr and Pip-

pan [16]. On the other hand, a study by Archakov et al. [19] revealed a decrease

in the ductility, but no increase in the UTS in ball milled and sintered Ni powder

with 0.5 to 2 wt% of thermally expanded graphite, compared to pure Ni. Dai et

al. [12] showed a hardness and UTS increase of CNT reinforced electrodeposited

Ni, compared to the pure metal without significant loss of ductility.

A previous study of our group has shown, that the HPT-deformation tempera-

ture has a strong influence on the hardness of Ni/CNT composites with up to 3

wt% CNT content and also on the dispersion of the CNTs in the Ni matrix [20].

Therefore, a two temperature deformation process has been developed to optimize

hardness, grain size, CNT agglomerate size, and CNT distribution in the metal

matrix of these composites.

In this study, the influence of the HPT-deformation temperature on the strength

and ductility of Nickel composites, with up to 3 wt% of CNTs has been investigated

by tensile and compression tests, in order to optimize the mechanical performance.

While tensile tests [21, 22] and ultrasonic velocity measurements [23] have been

used in previous studies to investigate the mechanical anisotropy of SiC reinforced

MMCs, it is, to the best of our knowledge, the first time that compression tests

have been used to investigate the anisotropy of HPT-deformed Ni/CNT MMCs

and the influence of deformation temperature and CNT distribution on it.

B.2. Experimental Section

Ni/CNT composites were produced via colloidal mixing of Ni dendritic powder

(Alfa Aesar, -325 mesh) with Multiwall CNTs (Graphene Supermarket, USA, pu-

rity > 95%, individual particle diameter of 20–85 nm, mean length between 5-15

µm) in an ethylene glycol dispersion according to ref. [13] with final CNT weight

percentages of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, and 3. These weight percentages correspond

to volume percentages of 0.42, 1.04, 2.08, 4.17, 8.33, and 12.5. The composite
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samples had a diameter of 8 mm and a height of about 1 mm. HPT was used at

a velocity of 0.6 revolutions per minute and a hydrostatic pressure of 7.5 GPa, to

obtain a saturated microstructure, as described in ref. [24]. The varied process-

ing parameters were the deformation temperature and the number of revolutions,

deforming either for 30 revolutions at room temperature, 200, 300, and 400◦C or

using a two-temperature deformation process with 30 revolutions at 400◦C and

subsequent 10 revolutions at 200◦C. From each HPT sample, two tensile test

specimens were produced with a recently developed fabrication method for round,

small-scale tensile specimens, which allowed a high-accuracy fabrication with neg-

ligible material change [18, 25]. Tensile tests of samples HPT-deformed at room

temperature were not conducted in this study, because of the high disposition of

such samples to develop cracks during deformation, which excluded them from

valid tensile testing. The gauge length was 2.5 mm and the diameter was between

300 and 500 µm. Hence, a ratio of gauge length to gauge diameter of 5:1 to 8:1

was achieved. The tensile axis was set to be about 2 mm from the center of the

HPT disc to ensure full microstructural saturation in the testing region and long

enough pulling shoulders on both sides to avoid a pull-out of the specimens from

the grips. Tensile tests were then performed on a Kammrath & Weiss tensile stage

with a 2 kN load cell and a testing velocity of 2.5 µms−1 at room temperature. The

complete tensile test setup and the evaluation software are thoroughly described

in refs. [18, 25]. After tensile testing, the fracture surfaces were investigated with

a scanning electron microscope (SEM) type LEO 1525 equipped with an In-lens

detector.

For the compression tests, three small cubes with side lengths of about 1 mm were

cut from each HPT sample at a radius of about 3 mm from the disc center and pol-

ished with fine abrasive paper to get smooth, parallel surfaces. These cubes were

then each compressed along one of the three directions, as depicted in Figure B.1

(axial, radial and tangential), in the Kammrath & Weiss tensile/compression mod-

ule with a 10 kN load cell and a testing velocity of 0.5 µms−1 at room temperature.

Test setup and data evaluation were analogous to the tensile tests. The microstruc-

ture of the 2 wt% CNT samples was investigated with SEM using a back scattered

electron (BSE) detector and with a transmission electron microscope (TEM) JEOL
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2100F. The SEM images were recorded in tangential direction at a radius of 3 mm

and the TEM images were recorded in axial direction at a radius of 2 mm. To de-

termine the anisotropy of the microstructure, additional micrographs of the HPT

samples were recorded with SEM in axial and radial direction at a radius of 3 mm.

Figure B.1.: Schematic of a compression test specimen cut from an HPT disc with
the orientations of the acting forces in each test direction.

B.3. Results and Discussion

B.3.1. Microstructural development

The influence of the deformation temperature on the microstructure and the hard-

ness of Ni/CNT MMCs has been described in ref. [20]. It was shown, that the

HPT-deformation temperature has a strong influence on the hardness, the grain

size of the Ni matrix and the agglomerate sizes of the CNTs, and their distribution

in the metal matrix. Figure B.2 exemplarily shows the microstructural change of a
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2 wt% Ni/CNTcomposite with increasing HPT-deformation temperature. HPT at

200 200◦C results in large, irregular CNT agglomerates, imbedded inhomogenously

in a nanograined Ni matrix (Figure B.2 a). Increasing the HPT-deformation tem-

perature to 300 and 400◦C (Figure B.2 b, c, respectively) leads to an increase in

the Ni matrix grain size, a decrease in the size of the CNT agglomerates and a

homogenization of the CNT distribution in the matrix. A two-temperature de-

formation process has been shown to optimize the microstructure, resulting in a

Ni matrix with grain sizes smaller than 100 nm and mostly small, homogenously

distributed CNT agglomerates (Figure B.2 d). Some larger agglomerates are still

present in this sample due to the high amount of CNTs. Figure B.3 a shows the

corresponding hardness evolution of these samples, with a decrease in the satura-

tion hardness with increasing HPT-deformation temperature from 702 HV down

to 458 HV and a hardness increase up to 855 HV of the sample deformed at two

temperatures.

B.3.2. Mechanical properties

The results of the tensile tests reveal a strong influence of the deformation temper-

ature on the mechanical properties of the composites. Figure B.3 b exemplarily

shows this for the specimens with 0.25 and 2 wt% CNT content. Both specimens

HPT-deformed at a temperature of 200◦C, show fracture in the elastic regime,

with a fracture stress of 2121 and 2066 MPa, respectively. At 300◦C, the 0.25

wt% specimen shows a stronger decrease in the UTS down to 1338 MPa, and a

higher fracture strain of 4%, than the 2 wt% specimen with 1558 MPa UTS and

0.5% fracture strain. A further increase in the deformation temperature to 400◦C

decreases the UTS to 892 MPa on the 0.25 wt% specimen, and to 1221 MPa on

the 2 wt% specimen. The ductility increases to 4.9% and 2.1% fracture strain,

respectively. The UTS and ductility of the specimen with low CNT content, de-

formed with the two-temperature process, is relatively high (1671 MPa with 3.1%

fracture strain). The specimen with high CNT content fails in the elastic regime,

even after deformation with the two-temperature process.
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Figure B.2.: Microstructure images of 2wt% Ni/CNT samples at a radius of
3mm after HPT-deformation at a) 200◦C, b) 300◦C, c) 400◦C, and
d) 400 + 200◦C (The inlays show TEM images taken with higher
magnification at approximately the same position).

Figure B.4 displays UTS, yield strength, uniform elongation, and reduction in

area of the tensile tests of all CNT weight percentages and deformation temper-

atures. Specimens with more than 1 wt% CNTs, deformed at 200◦C or with the

two-temperature process, failed in the elastic regime and, therefore, showed no

plastic yield. In this case, the fracture stress is plotted instead of the UTS. The

UTS (Figure B.4 a) and the yield strength (Figure B.4 b) show no clear rela-

tionship to the amount of CNTs. A similar trend was observed from hardness

measurements, where no significant increase in the hardness with increasing CNT

content was determined [20]. Another influencing factor is the HPT-deformation
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temperature. The 400◦C specimens show the lowest UTS and yield strength val-

ues. Higher values are obtained for the specimens deformed at 300◦C in accordance

with hardness measurements [20]. For the other temperatures (200◦C and the two-

temperature process), no clear temperature influence on UTS and yield strength

for specimens ¡1 wt% CNTs can be discerned, but generally the highest values

are achieved. The uniform elongation and reduction in area are plotted in Fig-

ure B.4 c and d, respectively. At low CNT contents, there is no evident influence

of the HPT-deformation temperature on the uniform elongation. The uniform

elongation is, however, influenced by the deformation temperature at higher CNT

contents, where it is considerably higher after deformation at 400◦C compared to

deformation at 300◦C. The reduction in area (Figure B.4 d), as a second measure

of ductility, is more dependent on the CNT content than on the HPT-deformation

temperature and decreases strongly with increasing CNT content. Furthermore,

the reduction in area is generally lower for higher CNT contents at all HPT-

deformation temperatures.

Figure B.3.: a) Vickers hardness as function of the HPT disc radius of Ni MMCs
with 2wt% CNTs, HPT-deformed at 200◦C, 300◦C, 400◦C, and
400 + 200◦C. The left and right gray areas indicate the compres-
sion region and the tensile test region, respectively. b) Engineering
tensile stress–strain curves of Ni MMCs with 0.25 and 2wt% CNTs,
HPT-deformed at 200◦C, 300◦C, 400◦C, and 400 + 200◦C
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Figure B.4.: UTS a), yield strength b), uniform elongation c), and reduction in area
d) as functions of the CNT content for specimens HPT-deformed at
different temperatures.

To evaluate the fracture surface of the tensile specimens, SEM micrographs were

obtained. Figure B.5 exemplarily shows the fracture surfaces of the 2 wt% speci-

mens, HPT-deformed at a) 200◦C, b) 300◦C, c) 400◦C, and d) 400 + 200◦C. The

specimen deformed at 200◦C shows a brittle fracture surface, while higher deforma-

tion temperatures resulted in the typical cup-and-cone micro-ductile fracture. The

specimen deformed with the two-temperature process also shows a brittle fracture

surface. High magnification images, however, reveal the presence of dimples even

in the specimens with generally brittle fracture surfaces. The size of those dimples

seems to vary with the deformation temperature, and therefore with the grain size.

Depending on the CNT content, the fracture surfaces show a varying amount of

large and irregular inclusions in specimens deformed at 200◦C and small, more
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disc-like inclusions in specimens deformed at higher temperatures (as indicated by

arrows in Figure B.5). These features are most likely CNT agglomerates.

Compared to tensile test results of pure Ni [15] and Ni mixed with 0.5–2 wt%

thermally expanded graphite (TEG), which was ball-milled to create a nickel-

graphene-graphite composite [19], the combination of Ni with high amounts of

CNTs leads to an increase of the UTS, but also to a decrease in ductility even at

higher HPT-deformation temperatures. These results are also in contrast to the

findings of ref. [16], where the addition of carbon impurities between 0.06 and 0.008

wt% to HPT-deformed Ni were not enough to cause embrittlement due to carbon

content at the grain boundaries. Similar results were obtained with Ni/CNT com-

posites fabricated by electrodeposition [12]. The differences might be due to the

higher carbon content in the present study, and the agglomerates, which could not

be completely dissolved during HPT.

In ref. [16], the carbon content, as well as the HPT-deformation temperature

controlled the final saturation grain size. The hardness, which increased with de-

creasing grain size from 300 HV at a grain diameter of 400 nm, to 550 HV at a

grain diameter of 120 nm, follow the Hall–Petch relation. Additionally, a linear

trend was obtained if the hardness was plotted as function of the fourth root of

the carbon content, which reflects the dependence of the grain boundary mobility

on the carbon content [16]. In this study, specimens from samples deformed at

room temperature could not be included in the tensile test results due the often

observed crack formation during HPT processing or their high premature failure

rate during tensile testing. Also samples deformed at 200◦C and at two temper-

atures display a large scatter in the tensile test data due to their brittle failure

in the elastic regime. To compare our results with ref. [16], the hardness for all

CNT contents and HPT-deformation temperatures is plotted as function of grain

size in Figure B.6 a. The mean grain sizes were measured from TEM images for

the 2 wt% samples and from SEM images for all other samples, using the equiv-

alent diameter method. Additionally, the data points available from ref. [16] are

displayed. A linear relation with a similar slope as in ref. [16] with small devia-

tions at smaller grain sizes is obtained for the Ni/CNT MMCs of this study. A
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Figure B.5.: Fracture surfaces and detail fracture surfaces of Ni MMCs with
2wt% CNTs HPT-deformed at a) 200◦C, b) 300◦C, c) 400◦C, and
d) 400 + 200◦C. CNT agglomerates are marked by arrows.
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Hall–Petch relationship between the grain size and the hardness was also found by

Suarez et al. [26] in CNT-reinforced nickel at larger grain sizes, by Kim et al. [9]

in CNT-reinforced Cu, and by Choi et al. [11] in CNT-reinforced aluminum. It

thus strengthens the argument, that the hardness increase of MMCs with CNTs as

reinforcing phase is the result of a decreased grain size and the grain boundaries

being obstacles for dislocation motion. Nonetheless, there can be other mecha-

nisms at play, such as the dislocation density (work hardening) and the particle

dispersion (Orowan strengthening). The latter strengthening mechanism is only

valid for CNT agglomerates being smaller than the Ni matrix grain size and thus

there is only a small or even negligible contribution to the strength of the compos-

ites in this study. CNT agglomerates larger than the grain size do not contribute

to the strength substantially.

Figure B.6.: a) Saturation hardness as a function of grain size. The red data points
are taken from ref. [16]. b) Saturation hardness as function of carbon
content for two different HPT-deformation temperatures. The red
data points are taken from ref. [16].

In Figure B.6 b, the hardness is plotted as a function of the carbon content for

CNT samples deformed at room temperature and at 400◦C and compared to the

hardness data of ref. [16](only data for room temperature and 400◦C available).

For both Ni/CNT MMCs, a linear relation is obtained as well. The slope of the
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curves are, however, considerably smaller. A decreased slope suggests a smaller

influence of carbon on the saturation grain size after HPT-deformation [16]. In

ref. [16], the carbon is mainly enriched along the grain boundaries and has thus

a large effect on the final grain size after HPT-deformation. In ref. [27], the evo-

lution of the CNT distribution homogeneity is thoroughly analyzed and different

size descriptors and shape factors for the CNT agglomerates were obtained. It was

shown that the diameter and the nearest neighbor distance of the CNT agglomer-

ates decreased with increasing strain, but the CNT area fraction did not change

significantly with increasing strain values. Thus, it is assumed that the carbon in

this study is mostly present as CNTs in the agglomerates as well and might be

only to a small part enriched at the grain boundaries. However, a ratio between

the carbon present in CNT agglomerates and at the grain boundaries cannot be

determined.

The CNT content has, however, a bigger influence on the ductility of the com-

posites than on the hardness, the UTS and the yield strength, especially after

deformation at two temperatures, where low (<1 wt%) amounts of small CNT

agglomerates lead to a combination of relatively high ductility and high UTS,

whereas high (>1 wt%) CNT content specimens show a generally brittle behavior.

Since pure Ni shows ductile fracture even for nanoscaled grain sizes [15], a possible

explanation for these results is, that the ductility is mainly governed by the num-

ber of CNT agglomerates which serve as micro defects in the Ni matrix. Due to

the high amount of CNTs not all agglomerates can be reduced in size. Their size,

shape, and concentration are thought to be one of the main criteria for the type

of fracture (c.f. Figure B.2, B.5). Especially the large, irregular CNT agglomer-

ates can act as fracture nuclei due to being a bundle of mechanically interlocked

CNTs with high strength, which are then strongly compressed and damaged dur-

ing HPT-deformation [13].

In the region near the UTS, these micro defects grow and build up pores. Be-

tween these larger pores, small pores in the Ni matrix develop as consequence of

the multi-axial stress distribution. Both types of pores subsequently grow until

final fracture occurs. The size of the two different kinds of pores of the samples
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deformed at 200◦C and 400 + 200◦C (Figure B.5 a, d) is clearly different, whereas

the fracture surfaces of the samples deformed at 300 and 400◦C display pores with

a morecomparable size (Figure B.5 b, c). This could be a consequence of the

different microstructure (cf. Figure B.2), where the samples deformed at 200◦C

and 400 + 200◦C show CNT agglomerates larger than the Ni grain size, and the

samples deformed at 300 and 400◦C show CNT agglomerates smaller or the same

size as the Ni grains. Similar behavior has been found in Al/SiC MMCs, where the

fracture surfaces of tensile specimens show a brittle fracture of the SiC particles

in a dimpled fracture of the Al matrix [22].

B.3.3. Anisotropy

Our results regarding the mechanical anisotropy obtained by compression testing

are shown in Figure B.7. The compressive stress is plotted as a function of the

compressive strain of specimens with 0.25 and 2wt% CNTs, HPT-deformed at a)

200◦C, b) 300◦C, c) 400◦C, and d) 400+200◦C. After HPT-deformation at 200◦C,

both compositions show low ductility, high yield stresses of up to 3000 MPa and a

distinct anisotropy, indicated by a strong disparity of the yield stress between the

three tested orientations (Figure B.7 a). Increasing the HPT-deformation tem-

perature to 300◦C increases the ductility and decreases the yield stress for both

specimens. The anisotropy also decreases, showing a similar decline in both speci-

mens (Figure B.7 b). Only in radial direction, the 2wt% specimen shows a different

behavior. At 400◦C HPT-deformation temperature, both specimens show a fur-

ther decrease of the yield stress down to about 1100 MPa and a high ductility

similar to the 300◦C specimens. The 2wt% specimen still shows some anisotropy

(Figure B.7 c). The specimens obtained by the two-temperature deformation pro-

cess, shown in Figure B.7 d, reveal a clear disparity of the mechanical behavior of

low-CNT specimens and high-CNT specimens.While the 0.25wt% specimens show

a high yield stress and ductility in combination with a low anisotropy, the 2wt%

specimens display a very brittle behavior with a high maximum stress. The frac-

ture mode during compression clearly depends on the CNT content. Specimens

with low CNT content deform either ductile or by shear band formation and strain

localization at an angle of about 45◦ depending on the HPT-deformation tempera-
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ture. High CNT content specimens on the other hand fail generally through brittle

fracture.

Figure B.7.: Compression stress-strain curves in axial, radial and tangential di-
rection of Ni MMCs with 0.25 and 2wt% CNTs, HPT-deformed at
a) 200◦C, b) 300◦C, c) 400◦C, and d) 400 + 200◦C.

To assess how much the size and shape of the CNT agglomerates play a role

in the anisotropy of the composites, SEM images of the microstructure have been

taken in tangential, radial and axial direction at a HPT disc radius of 3 mm.

Figure B.8 shows these images for samples with 2wt% CNTs. At the lowest HPT-

deformation temperature (Figure B.8 a–c), large, irregular CNT agglomerates are

inhomogenously dispersed in a fine grained Ni matrix. These agglomerates are

mainly stretched in shear direction (Figure B.8 b, c), but also slightly elongated

in radial direction (Figure B.8 a). An increase of the deformation temperature to

300◦C leads to an increase in the mean grain size of the Ni matrix (Figure B.8
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d–f) and to a decrease of the mean agglomerate size, which are also more homoge-

neously distributed while still elongated in shear direction. Figure B.8 g–i show an

increase in the Ni matrix grain size at an HPT-deformation temperature of 400◦C,

while the agglomerate size and elongation is comparable to the samples deformed

at 300◦C. The SEM images of the sample deformed at two temperatures (400 and

200◦C) show a Ni matrix with very small grains and small, evenly distributed CNT

agglomerates (Figure B.8 j–l). These CNT agglomerates are, however, elongated

in the shear direction as well.

A decrease of the anisotropy of the mechanical properties, especially of the ductil-

ity, with increasing deformation temperature is observed in the compression tests,

although the CNT agglomerates are elongated in shear direction in all investigated

samples (Figure B.7). This can be attributed to the mean size decrease of elongated

CNT agglomerates. A comparison between Figure B.7 and B.8 shows accordance

between the decrease of the anisotropy and the decrease of the agglomerate sizes.

Because of the high CNT content in the 2 wt% sample, some larger agglomer-

ates, randomly distributed in the matrix, remain even after deformation at higher

temperatures (300◦C and 400◦C). This explains the higher anisotropy of the 2

wt% specimens compared to the 0.25 wt% specimen at these deformation temper-

atures (Figure B.7). Similar results were obtained by Ganesh and Chawla [22] with

SiC reinforced Al MMCs. They showed, that an increase in the volume fraction of

the reinforcing particles increases the anisotropy of the MMCs during tensile tests.

HPT-deformed microstructures often consist of elongated grains, which are aligned

nearly parallel to the shear plane and display a shear texture. An orientation de-

pendency of the mechanical properties in Ni/CNT MMCs is also caused by the

grain shape (grain aspect ratio) and the shear texture of the grains of the Ni ma-

trix. In a previous study, TEM images of a Ni/CNT MMC sample with 1 wt%

CNTs, HPT-deformed for 30 revolutions at 400◦C and additional 5 revolutions at

room temperature, show an elongation of the Ni grains in the Ni/CNT MMCs as

well [20]. The influence of the grain aspect ratio and orientation on the anisotropy

of HPT-deformed Ni was already investigated by Rathmayr et al. [14] and cannot

be entirely ruled out for the Ni/CNT MMCs. In ref. [14], however, no influence
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Figure B.8.: SEM images at 3mm radius in tangential, radial, and axial direction
of Ni MMCs with 2 wt% CNTs, HPT-deformed at 200◦C a-c), 300◦C
d-f), 400◦C g-i), and 400 + 200◦C j-l).

of the grain aspect ratio on the UTS and the uniform elongation was found and

the observed difference in the UTS of about 100 MPa was attributed to the shear

texture. If the shear texture plays a role in the compression strength of the in-

vestigated Ni/CNT MMCs, specimens oriented parallel to the shear plane (i.e.,

tangential testing direction) should have a higher compression strength than spec-
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imens oriented perpendicular to the shear plane (i.e., axial testing direction) [14],

which is not observed (Figure B.7).

B.4. Summary

Ni/CNT MMCs with varying amounts of CNTs were HPT-deformed at differ-

ent temperatures and their mechanical performance was evaluated. Tensile tests

showed that decreasing the deformation temperature has a stronger influence on

the UTS of the composites than the CNT content. The UTS of specimens deformed

with a two-temperature process was almost as high as that of the 200◦C specimens

but provides a better ductility at low CNT contents. In general, the CNTcontent

has a strong influence on the ductility, especially after the two-temperature defor-

mation, where only specimens with 1 wt% and higher showed a brittle fracture

behavior.

An overall brittle fracture behavior was observed for specimens deformed at 200◦C,

whereas ductile failure for specimens deformed at higher temperatures was ob-

served. The difference in the fracture mode can be ascribed to the dependence

of the size and shape of the CNT agglomerates on the deformation tempera-

ture. Compression tests showed that the anisotropy of mechanical properties de-

creases with increasing deformation temperature. Microstructural observations of

all tested orientations suggest that the anisotropy measured in the compression

tests is mainly determined by the size and shape of the CNT agglomerates.
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